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. E. c L I P S E 8, 1863.

There will be only Two Eclipſes this Year, and ***

qacuuy ºuta et we swas - -

1. On February 21ſt the Sun will be eclipſed at night, and there--

fore inviſible here. The conjunétion being at 5 min. paſt 9 at night:

in long. I 1 S. 2° 21'. Moon's lat. S. # of a min. The Sun will be

centrally eclipſed on the meridian at that time in longitude 136°3.

Weſt, and latitude 11° South. -

2. Auguſt 17th the Sun will be viſibly eclipſed here." Beginning at.

55 min, paſt 55m the morning. Greateſt obſcuration at 6 h. 41 m. #.

Viſible conjunétion at 6 ho. 44 m. End at 7 ho. 30 m. #.

Digits eclipſed 3°12'. Moon touches the Sun's diſk at 167° from

the Sun's vertex on the left-hand.

Venus will be a morning ſtar till the 14th day of Oétober, and then.

an evening one to the year's end.

jupiter will be a morning flar till the 22d day of March, then an

evening ſtar, till, the 12th of Ośtober, and after that a.morning ſtar.

the reſt of the year.

The weather column is that for the year 1801.

EUMeNEs defires to corre& an error which he ſlipped into in the

latter part of the ſolution to Quºft. 808 in laſt year's Diary in finding.

the tenſion of the ſtring, viz. page 35, line 1, after prevent dele all the

reſt of the anſwer, and inſtead thereof inſert—and at the ſpontaneous

centre of rotation place S, which is thus found, as Mn : MR :: the

laſt-found upward force along mR : the effective force ačting along nE.

to turn the cylinder about S, which is the centre of percuſſion, when n

is that of rotation; conſeq. Sis a given point. And, as Sn: SN : :

the force ačting along n R.: that ačting along FN, in the ſenſe from

F towards N., making an angle PNF with the firing = RMn, the

inclination of the axis te the horizon. Conſeq. Mn nr. : : the force

along FN : that along PN, or the req. tenſion = Wx nRx SNx

MRX MR ſq. divided by MaxSnx MaxMn ſq. which vaniſhes

when rR=o, or the axis is horizontal. I have here only to add, that

the preſſure of the water perp. to the baſe of the ſolid muſt be equal

to that of the ſolid in the contrary direétion; otherwiſe not reſt but

motion muſt enſue. -

We are ſorry here to announce the deaths of Mr. j. Fildes, of Li

--verpool, aud Mr.joſeph Hindſon, of Lincoln.

! tº Mr. join johnſon, of Birmingham, ſent anſwers to the 4th, 5th,

- tº Uzº, 8th, 10th, and 11th mathematical queſtions, but quite too late.

** * They did not come to hand till the 18th day of July.

* { §ºf: efore, to be directed thus: To the Author of The

º —& ſy, Stationers Hall, London. And muſt arrive there,

Abefore theaſt of May 1303; otherwiſe they will be too late.

****They are defited to be ſent without charge.

---
-

-
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TT JARYT ºxxi DºiTºi
FTMTT, ſ 11 h. oºm. Night... ; 1|23° 4',

Eaſt Quarter, 16 kDay 4 x 52 Morning. . . . '6|2: ;
Nºw Rºsa , , ; f.; ) , 59 *:::::: Y ... || || 1 , ; ,

Firſt Quarter 30.’" ," " ? I Morning." * Figl: ; 4

& enter z º.ºth Dº, is H. 16 M, Night. [...]; s:

1|S Circumch’on. * : * Imorná g| 6 8 thaw."

§ dSunday after Chriſtinats || 2 .: 7 ; 9 * :

3|M| 3 34 3 22|to mild
4|T|, - : ..." | 4 - 57. 9, 17| || and,

5 W - "[Twelfth Day. -6 *710. 13 r2: open.

&T piphany Old Chriſt. Day. 7 2 III 9 º -

F: . . . . . . . . . . . . ) riſes, morn. [F].

$|Lugian: “. . . . . . . 4 a 25 415 . . . .

9B #ſt Sunday after Epiphany. ; 3. 5516 . . . .

10|M|Plough Monday. - 3 54 I, , 42|17|, ...'.
I 1|T - - - -

18-6-2 #2;|18 || ". . . .

12|WDays increaſed 26 minutes. 9 16 3. 6|19 *

13|THii.Cam.T.beg. O. N.Y.D. 16 24; 3 45|zó| | | | ||
14|F|Oxford Term begins. 1 1 34 4 242. - I

15|S| . . . . . . . . . . ." . morn. 5: 3|z2|, ... º

#. Sunday afterEpiphany, ºr 46 : 43.3|

17|M|… [Priſca. Old Twelfth-D. 1 59, 6 28|24 .

18|Tºu. Charl, birth-day kept. || 3 | } 73°182;|, "

19|W . . . . '4 35 8 926

10|T|Fabian. In 8d.ofst.Hil, Iret: ; 48, 9 627

21|FAgnes. e - a | 6 49.10 128

22|S|Vincent. " ...' . . . . . 7, 351 1 829 * . . .

.# 3d Sunday after Epiphany. ſets, aft: 3|N| froſt. H .

24|M|Hilary Term begins. ' a r il ſnow.

:::::::::ºl. ; ;: I § 2

º: increaſed 1 hour. 8 32| 2 - 47|3| thaw. H

17|TDuke of Suſſex born 1773. 10 zo. 3 #| 4 mild
28 F. . . . . . . . . . . it 45 4 26, 5 and 4

19|S| - morn. ; 16 6 windy.

;3|8 kth Su.af.Ep. K.Cha. i mart, i < 13 & 9

31|M -
tº . ; ; ; ;

‘DIORiſes|Gosets.]Cl,befºld.Break. Sun Eaſt Saturns. Jupite SIMars S.

T3 5| 3 55 3'41"| 6 o! 4 4.114: m 46|5 m 38||11 a r 1

* : il 3, 59' 5 59| 5 58] 43|4 245 17|io 45

11| 7 56 4' 4; 8 6 54 46|4 2|+ 56|Io 19

16) 7 51| 4 9| 9 58! 49 493 49'4 35| 9 53|, ...

*:I 7 44; 4 16||11 34 44 53|3 1314 14; 2 zº.,

* 7 35| 4 23/12 5i 38 $81, 5913 sil 8 isſ" '

f



FEERT ºxxviii pº.
º

ºn. 6 4 h. 37 m. Afternoon. 1|17° 17'

La Quarter 14 Day J 9 44 Afternoon. 6|15 48 ||

#3. - 21 f it...i.; 9 5 Afternoon. 1414. 14)

Fir § ter, 28 J "". ... • 47 Afternéon." 16|12. 33

; : 6) £niers x 19th Day, 1 H. : M. Afternoºn. 21|1o 47

. - ºf tº , , , , , . " - 26, 8, 57

wºº Holidays, Birth- |Moon Moon k eath.

y! I’) Days, Teräs, &c. Rºk 3-lionth £oixºſ

#. is ºy. Mac ~~ 3" || “.. g".
#|Włurifºliºs y < \l.01% and,-day. || 5 55|Io; but

#####if.oniº. 5: 59 9 5or 1 mild. |

4|F|. . . . . . . . . . 6,38|io 42|12|, and {

§ S|Agatha. . . . . . . . 7 . . 411 393 open.

B_5eptuageſ Sun. O. St.Paul. 5 riſes. morn. [F] ...; º

M. : " . . . 5 a 46|| "... 15 - -

T . . . * ** 6 57 57| it

WIn 8 days of Purif.4 ſet. 8 6. 1 37 º
16|T . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 15 #2 - 1618 --

| | FDays increaſed a h. 3,' ' |16 25|2, 55||19||

13|SÉº i. I Let 39. 3. 35|294. -

13; Sexageſima Sünd ... morn. 4 1821 !

14|M|Val ptine. Q. Gändlemas-d:hº, 53.5 s 3|z2| º

15|T **, *.** ." | 2. Tojº 53:23 º

16W Days to hours long. . | 3 25|| 6′4844 st

17|T cº - sº 4 32| 7 46.25 31}

18|F & . . . . . ;...:24|8 4526..., || -
I q. S tº cº - - 6 of 9 4527 mild. || -

2Cl6 £ºść”. 6 27|1o 4428 open is:

21|M.Camb. Term divides h. #) ſets; 11 39|N| fine t{

22 Tºbro; Tºueſday...: , ; 6 a.25 aft. 33; 1 ſeaſon.}.

23|WFAth jeºp. Lept begins. 7-5tº 24; 2 º' .

24This Matthias. D. of Cºmb, b. 9.32 ± 19 3|… º

25|Riº cº diſ 774-19 53 3: 8; 4. . . . . . .

26|S}, s , , o, . . . . . . . morn. 4 2 5 high lºs'

27|3:... Shºday is:Herº-oº: 21 4 58 6 winds. || ||

28|M|Days increaſed 3 hours. 1 46 5.35||7|, ... ºl.

** {
- :

. . . .

#Tº sets. CLºe:Goſpºreak. G) Eaſt sat. S. T. Jup. S. jº,

24|4 35H3.55.T. S. 39' 5 4 || 3 m 31|| 3 m 29

, 43|14 26 || 2: 9 || 2 | 1 al 3 8 19|| || ||

- 3, 5*|14 37 || 4 || 15 || || 4 || 2 47 3|, .

s of4 - 29 |, ... 6] 21 | 1 23| 2, 26 || 7 47ſ.

'i. Iojº4. 3 || -4. 53 #| | Ží 2 5 || 7, 31 ||

*'''izz# 19143,23. . 48 33 o 46|| 1 44 # *



M A R C H hath XXXI. Days. |}|º:
Fºllſ Moon 8 11 h.

Laſt Quarter 16 Day o

New Moox 23 ſ at 6

22 m. Morning. - 1| 7° 49'

59 Afternoon. | . !

11. 3. 58

6'2' To

55 ; Morning.

Firſt Quarter 3o I 44 - Morning.

© enters tº ºſt-pay; at . H. 29 M. Afts moºn. . ; i. in;

IIT David. ' 2 m 58 6 a 52, 8 high

2|W. Ember Week. Chad. 3 58 7 48 9|winds.

3|T - 4 - 42| 8 421 of mild

4|FDays 11 h. long, 5 I 1 9 29, 1 I and,

5|S . . . 5. 34.1o 15|12|-fine.

B 2nd Sunday in Lent. 5 50.1o 581 3| moiſt.

M Perpetua. | 6 || 2 || 1 , 39'14 froſt.

3. T - » riſes.|morn. E . .

||w 7 a 7 1816 wet

10|T 8 18 5817 and

11|F|Days increaſed 3 h. 50 m. || 9 30, 1 3818 cold.

12|S ºgº M. - Io 45|- 2 1919 mild.

13|B 3d Jºy in Lent, morn. 3 520 fine.

14|M 1| 3 532 iſ ſnow.

15T - I I4 4 3422 froſt.

§ - 2 22| 5 39.23

17|T'St. Patrick, • . 3 19 6 3724 thaw.
º Edw. K. Weſt Sax. 4 2 7 35.25

19|S - - - , 4 32 8 3226
; E 4th S. in Lent. Mid. L. S 4 - 54 9 28 27 -

aſ M. Equinox. Benedićt. § 316 22.2%|ſtormy.
T 5 281 i 15:29 rain.

t;|W ) ſets. aft. 7 N fair.

14T . . . 8 a 24; 1 o' 1

#F Annunciation, or Lady-Day: 9 59] 1 ; ; 2

16 S . 11 29 2 52 3|ſhowry.

* B 5th Sunday in Lent. morn. 3 51|4|ſtorms.

23|M º 5 i 4 5 I 5

29|T I 59 5 48; 6

;3|WDays 12 h. 52 m. long. 2, 48 6 43 7| cold.

31|T 3 23| 7 34 81.

DTSRſes.TO Scts|CLoef.65D.Break!G) Eaſt Saturns.[JºlierSIMarES

4] 5 36iſ 6 35| 5 2.5|12' 48"| 4

| 6 25 35||11 43 3 I 4? 14] - 15 6 56

in 15 45;1o 28 2C) 48||11 a 53/ o 45' 6 46

16 5| 55| 9 4 Io 5511 1 32 o 25

11 5 55 6 5|| 7 35 o ::: I 2 || O 5

16 45 15| 6 || 3 || 3 48 7|1 o 52 I I a.45

mo. 35| 1 m 35, 7 a 6

6 36

6 26

- I 6



TATETºº
7, Y, iſ 5 h. 24 m. Morning, 1| 49 17

Laſt Quarter 15,U Day o 22 Morning. 6l 6 1z.

ºw M on #}: {} 41 Afternoon. 11| 8. , 4

# Firti Quarter 23.J...... U 4, 47, . Afternoon. . . [16] 9 53

| - 21|11 38

–0 enters &*pay, a H. & M. Mºrsiºn 26||13 18

; 1 F Cambridge Term ends. 3m46, 8 a 2 || 9 windy.

2|S|Oxf.T.ends. Days, 3 h.long- 4 - 5 9 51c ſhowry.

3; Palm Spad. Richard Bp. 4 18, 9 49,11|,
4|M|Ambroſe. . . . . 4, 31|10 2612

5|T|: . . . . . . . . . 4 421 1 5||13 fair.

6.WOld Stile Lady-Day. 4 $711 .4514 warm.

17|T|Maundy. Thurſday. riſes, morn. F
8 F Good Friday, or Crucifixion 8 a 38 27, 16

9|S|- ". . . . . 9 57| 1 II 17" .

19||13 Eaſter Day. - 1 12, 1 5818 froſty.

11|M|Eaſter Monday, -* 2 48.19 ſnow.

12|T|Eaſter 1 upday. . . 22 3 42.2c
13|W . . . . . . ..l.. I 22; 4 382, thaw.

14|T * 8. § 34.22 cold.

15|F|. . . . . . . . 2 41; 6 3023

16|S| - . . . . . 3 5. 7 3524 fair.

tº iſ Suaft. Eaſter. Low Sull 3 23 & 172;

*Alsºs. 3 #3 ºilI €, . 3. 27 . . .

. Wôºcamb. Term: begin 3. §: §§ cold

{z : TDays increaſed 6 h. 30 min. )º 45||N| and

22|F|| 8 a 49 aft. 42| 1 dry.

23|S|St. George. Io 28 I 41 2/cuckow!

24 gºd Sunday after Eaſter. - I 481 2 42| 3 come.

25|M|St. Mark. Pºſs. Mary born, morn. 3 43 4|buſhes
26|T|* - - 47| 4 4 || 5|green.

17|WEaſter Term begins. I 27 5 34 6) heavy

28. T - - - I 55 6 23| 7 morn.

-29 F 2 16| 7 9| 8 dews,

: 3ol.S Days 14 hou. 46 min. long. 2 32 7 5il 9/no rain.

Fºl Moon

Saturns.[Juriters. Mars's

| 1 || 5 34, 6 29| 4 12"| 3 3 || 6 15|io a 29; 11 a zo! 6 a 4
6 24. 36|. 2 41 || 2 | 2 I to 9||1 I G|| 5 || 56

1 I 14 4 6 1 15 5 27; 9 49|Io 4c 5 48

16 5 55 aft: 3 || 2 52 33| 9 30 to zoº 5 4o

z II 4 #|7 5. I. I.3 38 39| 9 | ||ro o 5 32

• 126 46 I4] 2 I I | . 23 44! 8 52. 49] S 24



Twº
§M A Y hath XXXI Days. North.

Full ºva...a 6 5 h. 24 m. Morning. 1|14° 52'

Laſt Quarter 14 UDay J o 22 Morning. 6] 16 2.1

New Moos 21 I at 3 41 Afternoon. III]17 42

. Firſt Quarter 28 V. 4 47 Afternoon. 16|18 56

2 I 12O 3

º, enters ºr 424 pay, at a H. 24 M. Mornings. |2612+- 1

dSafeat. St.Philºsºjº. 2 m 44 8 a 3 trol dry &

n 3 weeks after Eaſter 2 ret. 2 55| 9 Io. 1 1 cold.

Invention of the Croſs. 3 5 9 5o 12

- 3 17|1 o 3o 13

3 28||11 1314

St. John Evan. ante Port. Lat. riſes.|11 59 F

ucheſs ef York borne 9 a 22 morn. |16

thbunday af. Eater. 1o 17 40' 17

# month after Eaſter 3 ret. 11 25] 1 42.8

morn. 2 38||19

- 1a || 3 || 3429

- * 47# 4 3oz I -

Old May Day. | 1 ° 14' 5 24.22 ſome

S * 1 32| 6 1523 light

th Sym. aft. Eaſt. Rogat.S. - 48 7 524 ſhowers

§§ after Eaſter 4 return. 2 2 § 542;

Prs. o Wales born 1268, 2 16 4326) rain.

[Dunſtan. 2 32 9 3427 ſhowers

TAſcen. Ho. Th.9. Charl. b. 2.49|ro 2828]. fair.

On morrow of Aſc 5 return. D ſets. || 1 25|N| fine.

- 9 a 24 aft. 26. I

Su.aft. Ale. Day. Prs. Eliz. b. 19 32 r 27, 2} .
Eaſter Term ends. 11 23 z 28 3| "

- II 57 3 24 4

morn. 4 16 5|thund.

Aug.1ſtAbp.ofCan.Oxf.T.e. 2C. § 4. 6|ſhowers

Venerable Bede. 38 5 47 7 fine

[Camb. Term, div, midn. 51. 6 28 8 grow

Whitsu. K. Cha. II.bo.&ret. I 3, 7 7, 9 ing ſea

Whit Monday. 1 13| 7 46|Io ſon.

Whit Tueſdays 1 2 3' 8 26||11 -

DIGRſ. TGS Set. Claſ.O.D.BreakTö Eaſt Saturn.S.T.Jupiters. Mar. S.

1| 4 37| 7 23| 2' #|: 5 || 6 5o 8 a 32 ; : :".
| 6 28 32 || 3 33 I I 5.1 56 || 8 || 2 || 8 58 5 9
1 I 2O 4of 3 53 || 1 z9 || 7 |o || 7 52| 8 38; ; c.

16 I 3 47|3 58 || 1 || 6 || || 5 || 7 33 8 18|4 52

| 6 54-3 49 || 9 30 - 9 || 7 14|| 7 58||4

26! 3 59| 8 1}_3_26 No night 1 I | 6 54| 7 38 4.

*



º

* - - - - * - MiG) Dec.)

J U N E. hath - XXX- Days - |*.

TTTº T3)Trio h. 24 m. Morning.T 12 to 58

Laſt Quarter 12 UDay 1 49 Afternoon. 6|22 36

New Moon # at { 8 46 Morning. ... [11]23 3

Firſt Quarter 27 z 4o Morning. - . 1623 21

- C, enter ºf 22d Day, at 1: H. : M. Morning. 21 |23 28

– - - - - - -- . . . lºš +3

Twº Fºr WCTNicomede. 11 m3; 9 a sli - ſhowry.

2|T| 1 48 9 5313 . .

3|F] ... -- |_2 5|Io 42|I4 rain.

4|S| K. Geo. III. b. 1738. * 271 i 34|| 5.

5|B ºffin. Sun; I. of Cumb. b|..} riſes. morn. Fi moiſt. .

6|M||On mor. of Holy Trin. I ret. Io a 5 - 2917thunder

7| | |Corpus Chriſti. 10.46|| 1 - 2618 -

8|WOxford Term begins. ' || 1 ió 2 2319 fair.

9|T|, - 11 36|| 3 1820 fine.

16|FTrinity Term begins. ' i i 53| 4 1921

11|S| St. Barnabas. - morá. 5 ozz

12| Bliſt ºngº after Trinity. 6 5 4823 rain.

13|M|In 8d. of Hoyt. 2 ret. 19| 6 35|24

14|T - - - 32| 7 24.25

15|W] . . . . . . . 48 8, 1526 fair.
16|T | 1 , 8 9' 3.27

17|F|St. Alban. I 34|io, . 728

18|S 2 Iol 1 6.29

19| F. 2d Sunday after Trinity. D ſets. af. 8|N

20|M|Tr. Edw. k. Weſt Saxons. 9 a 48] 1 6, 1

2 I |T - - 1o 17| 2 || 2

12|W|Longeſt Day, 16 ho. 34 m.loſio 37 2 51.3

23|T| - - - Io 52| 3 36 4

24 FjSt. John Bap. Midſum-day 1 1 3| 4 18 5 ſhowers

25|S II 14|4 58 6

16||3d 3...day a tºty. 11 24 5 37 7 fair.

17|M|In 3Weeks, H. Trin. 4 ret. || 1 36 6 17 8 fine.
28|T – 1 1 49| 6 58, 9

19|W[St. Peter. Trin.Term ends. morn. 7 4110 ſhowers

3ol T. - 8 27 11.

DIG) Riſes|G) Sets|Cl.aft.G.) | O EaſtlSaturns. Jupiters.[Marss.

113 52| 8 8| 2' 43"| No || 7 16|6 a 3ol. 7 a 13| 4 a 24

6 48 12| 1 56 real | : 6 Iol 6 53| 4 14

11| 45| 15| 1 , o | Night 19| 5 59| 6 34|| 4 4

16 43 17| bef. in zo 5. 391 6 15, 3 55

2 I 43 # 1 5 || Bri- | 21| 5 Iol 5 56|| 3 46

26 44. 16! 2 Io l tain. 2Ol_4_5°l 5 35l 3 3:



J U L Y haſh. XXXI Days, ſº ſº.
Fºſſ NI on 4. 9 h. 19 m. Atternoon. 1|23° It'

Laſt Quarter 1 1 UDay 6 Io Afternoon. 6|zz 4:

New Moon § at { 7 16 Afternoon. 11h12 14

Firſt Quarter 26 7 5o Afternoon. 1621 - 31

35 enters Q a 30 Day, 9 H. 53 M. Morning. 2120 39

——— sº"? 3°

1} F om 23 9 a 1812 ſhowers

2: S Viſ. of B. V. Mary. 511o 13||13 daily

3|Blaſh Su-aft. Triº, Dog-days, 1 33|-1 1014 for a
4|Mt Tr. of St. Martin. [begin. D riſes morn. F | fort

5|T Cambridge Commencement. 9 a 9 8|16 night.

6|WOld Midſummer Day. 9 - 35 I 4, 17

7|T , sº 9. 52 1 5918

8 F Camb. Term ends. 1o 8. 2 5o 19

| 9|S Io 2 || 3 4ozo

Iol th Sun, after Trinity. to 34' 4 282 i

11|M|Oxford Aét. Io 48 5 - 1622

12|T 11 6 6 623

13|W 11 32 6 5824

14|T morn. 7 542;|º

t; F Swithin. 15| 8 52|26|thunder

16|S|Oxford Term ends. . 47 9 51.27 ſhowers

17| B 6th Sunday af. Trinity. 1 - 47 to 5o :
18|M I ſets. 11 40|N| fair.

19|T|: 8 a 36|aft. 38 iſ fine.

20|WMargaret. 8 52 1 2 5 2

21|T - 9 7| 2 9 3

22 F Magdalen. 9 I7] 2 5o 4

23| S - - - 9 29, 3 30 5

23|E|7th Sunday after Trinity. 9 38 4 9| 6

25|M|St. James. 9 49 4 49 7

26|T|Anne, Io 4 5 31|| 8

27|W 1o 2 || 6 16, 9

28|T 1o 45 7 5 to

29 F II 21| 7 57|1 1 wind.

3o S - - morn. 8 53|12| rain.

31|B18th Sunday after Trinity. I 1 9 5 1 3

5|G|Riſes G) Sets|Clbefold. Break!G) Eaſt |Satura S.Jupiter S. Mars S,

T3 4%| 8 || 3 || || Nº || 7 || 4 - 3: ; TT3 ...i
6 49 III 4 #|. 18| 4 |3| 4 59| 3 13

i I 53 7| 4 53 Night: 15|| 3 54; 4 4" | 3 º'

tó 58 2| 5 - 30 in 12; 3 35' 4 23: 3 1

21| 4 || 4 || 7 56 5° 55 Bri- 9| 3 | 6 || 4 #: :
16 II. 49, 6 - 5 tain. s] 2 53 j 3 47 2



a U G U S T hath XXXI Days. |}
G) Decl.

North.

Fun, M on 3 6 h. 46 m. Morning. 1|18° 14'

Laſt Quarter §: {: O Night. 6|16 56

New Moon 17 at 8 19 Morning. III 5 31

Firſt Quarter 25 J -- o 15 Afternoon. 16|14 o

- |: Iz 23

- © eaten tº ºth pay, at 4 H. J. M. Morsing. 26i Io 4 s

1|M|Lammas-Day. 1 m 1710 a 49|14 ſhowry.

2|T 2 381 i 46|15

3|{\' ) riſes. mern. F | *

4|T 8 a 13 49|17

5|F 8 27 32|18; fair.

6|S|Transfiguration. 8 4o 2 22 19 fine.

7|E|9th Su,aft. Tr: Pig. Ameliab 8 56 3 11|20
8|M [Name of Jeſus. 9. 1 2 4 221

9|T 9 35 4 542 2 fair.

13|WłLawrence. to 4 5 4923

I 1 TDs. Brunſw. bo. 1o 43 6 47|24 very

12 FIPrs of Wales born 1762. 1 1 38 7 4:25, fine

13|S|Old Lammas Day. moºn. 8 4426 harveſt

I4 R iota Sunday atte, Irinity. 48 9 4027 to the

15|M| Aſſumption B. V. M. 2 410 33.28 end of

ºrpuke of York born 1763. 3 - 23: 3:33 the
17|wo eclipſed viſible. ſets. aft. 7|N| month.

18;T 7 a 32 49 I

19 F 7. 37] 1 29, 2

20 S 7 49; 2 9 3

|z1|B 11 S.af.T. D. of Clarence by 8 || 2 49 4

..|z2|M. , 8 14 3 30 ;

23|Ti | 8 3o 4 14|| 6

24Wł8t. Bartholomew, 8 5o ; o 7

z;|T. 9 29, 5 go 8

26|F; to 3| 6 44, 9

27 S. - Io 59| 7 4o Io

28 Biath Sw.af. TrAuguſt of H. morn. 8 381

::::::::: of St. John Bapt. 14| 9 35||12

3o T 1 4cio 39.13

31W: 3 * 9. 1 ſ 24 '4

FlöRºskx Set: C. bef Gli2. 3reak G} Eaſt Saturn S. Lººters. Mars S.

i 4 : a 4: ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; : 3 a 28] 2 a 33

6}. 27 35. 5 35 | I 44 54 z. z iſ 3 12| 2 25

I i 36 24 & 53 z z 49 || 2 4] 2 56] 2 18

If, 45 15; 4 7 2O 44 I 4"| 2 40] 2 11

z - 5 : 6| 3 3 | 35 #|: 3C 2 - 25] 2 4

'' - 3ſ 6 rº i t +7 i 50 33 l I_1 3|_2 to I 57



s EPT EM BER hath xxx Days. |}|†.
# Moou I 3 h. 31 m. Afternoon. 1| 8° 34'

Laſt Quarter }:{ 5 54 Morning. |: 6 44

N w Moon 15 at ..] I 1 - 56 Night. III 4 51

Firſt Quarter 24 3 - 28 Morning. | 2, 56

- 2 I & 59

Q enter: a 14th paſſ see H. so __ 26|Sou.58

11 TIGiles . . . I riſes, morn. F ---

2|F|London burnt 1666. C. S. 6 a 52 16|t|ſhowry.
3. S - * 7 7. 1 8/17

4|B} i th Sunday after Trinity. 7 2; 2 or 8

5|M - 7 46] 2 53||19

6|T - 8 12 3 49.2c

7|WEnurchus. - 8 5ol 4 47|2 iſ . .

8|T Nativity of the B. V. Mary. 9 4 I 5 47|22 fair.

9|F 1o 55 6 4623 ſhowry.

io S - - morn. '7 43|24

11|E|14th Sunday after Trinity. | 1|.8 .37|2 5
12|M|.. . . • 1 18, 9 27|26

13|T - * 2 38|io 12|27|ſhowers

14|WHoly Croſs. 3 48|Io 55|28

15|T|- - D ſets, 11 36||N

16; F • * - ** 6, a 61 aft. 16| 1

17|S|Lambert. , 6 - 18 56 2

18|E|15th Sunday after Trinity. 6 39|| 1 37 3
19|M • * , º, 6 45] 2 19| 4

|zo]T , - - - 7 3| 3 4 5) fair.

2 :WEmber Week. St. Matthew 7 31. 3 53| 6

22|T|K. Geo.III. crowned 1761. 8 7 4 44| 7 rain.

23|F * -- 8.57| 5 38; 8 ſtormy.

24|S|Autumnal Equinox. 1o 2| 6 34 9|ſhowry.

25|3|18th Sunday after Trinity. || || 20 7 29|ic

:M &pian. ld Holy Rºč. morn. 8 ; II

27|T - - 44. 9 18|12| fair.

28|W - * , 2, 15|lo Io 13 fine.

29 TISt. Mich. Ds.Wirt,b,1766. 3 44 I I 14.

3ol F.'Jerome. - ) riſes. 1 54|| 5 |

DIG5Rºſes|GSerCI.R.SDBreakTCŞEaſt Tsatorn S.Tjupur, S.M.T.S.

1, 5 15 6 45; o' o' 3 7| 6 26 o a 54 a 52| i a 40

6 : 35| I 33 2 I 2 C. o : 1 38|| 1 49

… I 34 ...] 3 I4 34 14] o 24] 1 24! I 43

16 44 16|| 4 58 45 8| o 9) I 1 of 1 37

: 54 : 6 43 | s: 2|11 m 51 o 56 t 2 5i

261 6 41 5 56ſ 8 26 || 4 71 ° 55' 36! o 421 1 to



T-TTTTTTTTTº
- FTT-I rºo h. ii m. Morning. 1| 2° 55'

Laſt Qaarter 7 | psy 4 * 12 Afternoon. 6|| 4 51

| New M or 15 & 5 2: . Afterneen. 11| 6 46

firſt Quarter 23 ſ “ºl 3 I : - Afternoon. ró| 8 38

Full Moon 30 J 9 18 Morning. 21|Io 28

º, enters 74th Day ºf 3 H. 5.3 M. Morº 'º 26/12 14

1|S|Remigius, Bp. 5 a 38 morn. |F fair

2 º 17th Sun, after Triniy 5 56 48|17| and

3|M| . . . 6 32| I 45|18 fine.

4|T - - 6 57 2 44|19|

5|W. . 7 44; 3 4520

6|T|Faith, V. M. 8 46|| 4 47|2

7| F. - > 9 58| 5, 4622

8|S. . . . . I 1 - 15 6. 42|23|ſhowry.

9| Ex8th ºf . St. Denys, morn. 7 3324

13|M|Oxf. & Cam. Terms begin. 33| 8 zo.2 s fair.

11|T|Old Michaelmas-day. 1 47 9 326

12|W - 2 59, 9 41|27

13|T Tranſ. K. Ed. Conf. 4 911o 24|28 ſhowers

14 F - 5, 19. It 429

15|S| ) ſets. || 1 44||N|

16|º 19th Sun. af. Triº. Days 5 a oaft. 26

17|M|Etheldreda. [decr. 6 hours. ; 18 10 2
18|T| St. Luke, Evangº - $ 43 I 57 3

19|W 6 16, 2 48. 4

20|T| 7 of 3 4o 5 froſty.

21|F - 7 59. 4 34 6|ſhowry.

22 S . . . . 9 i ij 5 28 7|ſtormy.

23| B zoth Sunday after Trinity. Io 30 6 21| 8

24|M , ... 11 54 7 13 9 fair.

2;|T|K. Geo. III. Act Criſpin. morn. 8 310

2é w! k. Geo. III. Pioch, in 66. 1 zo. 8 531 1 wet

27|T 2 47 9 4412; and

23|F | St. Simon and St. Jude 4 17 to 36|| | dirty

29|S - - 5.46|| 1 31|| 4 roads.

39 i 21ſt Sunday after Trinity. D riſes. morn. |F

1|M 4 a 57 30|16

3

Dłó Rſ. TGSTICLºſ:65D. Breaklo) Eaſt Saturns. Jupiters.IMES

T6T14, 5 46; 19 6"| 4 1 & 5 49|11 m zo, o a 28 a is

6 24 36||11 33 | 29| 43|| 1 4 o 13 || 1 9

I I 33 27|13 I 39 37|1o 48||11 m 59 | r 3

16 43 º: Il 49 31.1° 35||11 45 o .58

2 I 53 7|15 7 59 25, 10 16||11 30 o 5s

26 - 2| 4 58|15 48 5 8 1912 cl i is o 48



| | || -. ºf . , |M|S Decl,

|\ov EM BER hath XX& Kºº ſº;
| liff Quarter 6) ſo h. 35 m. Morning. Tº jºiáº 14 || |

ºn 14 Day 3 it 33 s Morning. . . . . . 615.4; H
Firſt Quarter 22 at 4, 29 . . Moºning. ... , , 1 1/17 16 :

ºf Mººn" as 25 Afternoon. 16|18 36 || |

& enter, f : 3d Day, at ; R. i. M. Morniºs. 2 119 43

- " " — 2612 tº 31

| | TAll Saints. . . . . . 5 a 39. I a 32|17| | | | |

| | \p. Kent bo. 1767. , All Souls. 6 37 2 35||18 rain.

}Tºrs. Soph. bo. 1777. º m. 7 45 3 37|19

#FK. Wm. lan. (Aſsoul. ret. 9 3, 4 36.2% froſty.].

§f yer Plot, G.S. 1605. 19 23, 5 322

ºf 33d $, aft. Trin. Leonard. i t 39 6 292 aſ ;

iM Mich. T. beg. ! morn. 7 4|23 : ;

#ºsºto gº. sº. 4; fir. . .
º ord Mayor's Day at Lond. 2 2. 8 262 5 fine. º

*T - - . . . . 3 11 9 526

| St. Martín. div.atmid. 4.2.2 tº 9 :45}27|2 ... . . . . .

HS On mor, Mart. 2 ret. CA.T. 5 31 Io 26|28 ſhowry; . . .

|$33d Sun.aft. Tris. Britius. 6 42.1 929. -

M . . . . . . . " D ſets. 1... 55; Nº. "...iſ |

|Machutus, ". . . . . . 4 a 18 aft. 45| 1 -

*... . . . . . . . . ; ; ; 9 37 * ~ *
ºf Hugh Bp. of Lincoln. 5 §4. 2 3o 3}, …, | |

ºf In 8 daysof St. Mart. 3 ret. 7 ºff 3 24, 4} : {

jS - - 8 19, 4 16 5) froń. .

* {4}. S.aſ, Tr. Edm. K. & M. 9 39 ; 7| 6 ||
º * - * . 11 : 1 : 5. 56}. 7} . . . . . . .

#TSt. Cecília. morn. & 4, § -

º, Clement. Old St. Martin 23, 7 3 || 9 |

|4T - 1 46, 8 zolio

jTD, of Glo, b. 1743: Cath. in 3 12 9, 11 tº mild |

*S. [1; d. of St. Mart. A ret. 4:41.16 €. 12; howers

º Advent Sunday. - 6 131 6|13 ſhow.

*MMichaelmas Term ends. D riſes morn. F. . . |

}T . . . 4 a 12 8||5||

*Wh. Andrew Apºſt. & Matt. 5 17' I 1216

|QRºskº, Sets Ci.aft.G)|D. Break |G) Eaſt |Saturn S. Jupiters.[Mars S. . . |

| Tº º 15" 5T,7|3 Tºſo m 33rom 56 o a 4. :

|' 38|16 2 24 7| 9 19 to 39|| 3 || |

|| 30 3c. I 5 50 j : 31 I 9 of 19. , 2 × . , 3C

|| 3 221; 6 37| 4 57| 8 || 41 to 6; 2 .

º 3| 15|14 2 43 - 52, 8 , 23 9 59 2c
" ; , 811 , , 38 4Q tilt-i-º-º: r.1



TECEMBER haſh Yxxi Days. ||3:
$: uatter 6 oh. 56 m. Morning. ..., | 1121° 44' |

ew Micron #}:{ 4 56 Moraing. Tº 6|zz 26

| Firſt Quarter 21 ſ at | 1 || 52 -Afternoon." 11|22- 58 ||

Full ºn 13 7 io Morning. 1623 19

- ; : : - * * 2 123 28

© enters ºf 22d Day, at 5 H. 23 M. Afternoºn. 26|23 25

1|T| - . … : -- * , 6 a 34] 2 in 14|17| mild.

2|F 7 * 34|| 3 | 12|18 || | | ||

3|S . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 is 4 ~ 5||19| froſt.

4|B Ed Sunday in Advent. 16 36|| 3 tº 16|ſtorms.

5}M - - - - * I 42 ; 3;| iſ . . . . .

6|T |Nicholas, | morn. 6 16|12 fair. .

7|W - a 52| 6. 56|23 -

8|T|Conception of V. Mary. 2 - 1 || 7 º' 3524 froſt.

9|F| ". . . . 3 Iol 8 15|25 | |

I of S . . . . . . 4 21| 8 57|26. . . .

11|B. 3d Sunday in Advents. - 34; 9 42|27 "|

12|Mſ. ' ' ' . . . § 3. Io -3o 28 ſnow. ||

13|T|Lucy. . . * * 2#1 1. .2129 . . . . .

; W#º. Week, . . .” - $º. aft. 15|N| froſt ||

15|T 4 a 52] 1 9, 1] and

16|F|O. Sap. Camb. Term ends. 5 57 2 2. 2 ſnow.

17|S|Oxford Term ends. 7 18| 2 54 3|

18|B 4th Sunday in Advent. 8 38 3 43| 4|

19|M " |io o 4 3o 5

20|T * . . . 11 21 ; 16. 6 rain. E.

21|WSt.Thomas,Ap.ShorteſtLay, morn. 6 3| 7 mild.

22|T - - 43| 6 52| 8 -

23|F - 2 8 7 43| 9 moiſt.

24|S * - 3 35' 8 38|to -

25|B|Chriſtmas Day. . . . . ; 4 9 3. I 1 rain.

26|M|St. Stephen, Protomartyr. 6 27|16 40|12| fair.

27|T|St. John, Apoſt. & Evang. 7 4I I I 42|| 3

28|WHaly innocents. * ) riſes. morn. F ||

29|T - * * - 5 a 1.5 42|[ 5

30|F - 6 36|| 1 38|16 froſt.

31|S|Silveſter. - ; ; 2 28|17| ſnow.

DIG)RiſesIQ Sets|cl.art.O.D. BreakiGo Eaſt Saturns. Tupiters.|Mars.S.

1| 7 - 57| 4 || 3 |19 56"| 5 54 4 45| 7 m 45] 9m 17| o a 8

6|| 8 || 2 || 3 58] 3 57 56 43| 7 24| 8 58] o 3

r I 5. 55; 6 44 58 41| 7 3| 8 39|r 1 m 55

16 7 53| 4 21 || 6 "o 4o 6 42|| 8 zo! 11 5o

2. r 8 52| I, 52. I 39| 6 - 2 1 || 8 || 1 –44

26 7 53|bef. 37 o 4ol 6 o! 7 42 || 1 38
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Answers to the Questions critical and philoſophical.

CCXX. By The Propoſer. -

what is rendered Firmament in the text is Expanſion in the marginal

reading of our Bibles; and ſeems the more proper word of the two, be

cauſe the former ſeems to convey a n tion of ſomething ſolid.

This alſo ingeniouſly anſwered by Meſſrs. Cairns, Glendonning, Indi

gºna, and Rowe. ' - - --

ccxxi. By Sºftian B. of Bath.

In the works of Famianus Strada is a piece, entitled “Piſar Sub

ſurranus, five Problema, curſernientes ſalutentur.” Here we find that

the cuſtom of ſaluting ſneezers was in uſe among the ancient Greeks

and Romans, and was connected with retigion and aegºry; and, ac

cording to the time and other circumſtances in which it happened, was

confidered as a good or bad omen. With theſe opinions, it was natu

a by-flander, when a perſon foeezed at an ill-fated hour, to pray

ds to avert the omen. From the Romans the cuſtom may have

ded to our own times. Strada, however, isforms us, that, in

ne of "ope Gregory the Great, there raged a peſtilentiai diſeaſe,

lich ſneezing or yawning immoderately immediately preceded:

; and that, when ſneezing happened, it became cuſtomary te

:ate the like diſaſter. It muſt be acknowledged, however, that

ºr of theſe ſolutions is perfeółly ſatisfactory, and that the ougia.

: cuſtom ſtill remains obſcure.

ke anſwers are given by Meſſrs. Robinſºn, Rufficus, and W3rill.

thoſe by Meſſrs. Cairns and Glendenning are little different.

- CCXXII. By Mr. J. Cairns, of Old Bewick.

| le reaſon why the water is lighter when the fiſh is in it is, becauſe:

more expanded, or occupies a greater ſpace. All bodies whatever

eavier or lighter according to the leſs or more ſpace they fill up.

id thus it is anſwered by Medis. Glendenning, Rowe, Rufficus, Sbits

and Wyrill.

1. CCXXIII. By Sebaſtian B. of Bath. -

. Salep is not an animal but a vegetable preparation, being a kind of

" facula or ſtarch, made from the loot of a ſpecies of Ö, chº. It, hew

ever, as the propoſer ſeems tº have imagined, it had been the died fleſkº

of the viper, i might nevertheleſs have been innocent and ſalubrious;

fince it is well known that the fleſh of this animal was formerly kept

in the apothecaries ſhops, and adminiſtered in various diſeaſes; and it

has been diſcovered that its properties do not differ from thoſe of the

white fleſh of ſome fiſh and fowls. The poiſon of the vaper is con:

fined to a ſmall bac, ſituated in its mouth. It would therefore be as:

reaſonable to expe&t that the whole body of an ox ſhould be bitter, be

cauſe its gall is ſo, as to ſuppoſe that the fleſh of a viper is poiſoneus,

becauſe a ſmall portion of poiſon is contained beneath its fatigº.

Ingenious anſwers to this, are alſo given by Meſſrs. Cairns, Gles

tenning, Rufficus, Shihitoe, and J/3rill. • * ..

CCXXiłº,



16 Quest. Critic, and Philoſ. anſwered, 1803.

CCXXIV. By Mr. Alex. Rowe, of Reginnis.

Taylors, perhaps, had their name from their trade or profeſſion of

cutting and dividing cloth, from the French taille. Sce Boyer's

Dićtionary

Qther anſwers are alſº given by Meſſrs. Cairns, Glendinning, Kemp,

Rufficut, Sbilitoe, and Hyrill.

CCXXV. By Mr. j. Cairns, of Old Bewick. ... .

The paſſage in queſtion has the appearance of a poem, or piece of:

muſical compoſition, w;ich he or his ſon Tubal had made ; and might,

be a kind of exultation or rapture he was in on account of his ſon's in

vention of muſick; or a ſatirical ſpeech, where in he vaunted over the

poſterity of Seth, from which Cain and his offs ring had been exclu

ded communion. Fºr this reaſon he called one of his ſons Tubal Cain,

which ſignifies to return back again, or poſſeſſion. The import of the

ſpeech is this. Hear my voice, ye wives of Lamech, hearken to my

ſpeech. Have I ſlain any man in wounding, or injured any old or

young in my hurt, that I, on account of my prºgenitor's miſcºnduct,

ſhould be excluded from the ſociety of men If the death of Cain,

notwithſtanding his wickedneſs, ſhould be avenged ſevenfold, much

more ſhall Lamech’s death be revenged, whoever ſhall be the cauſe of

it, even to ſeventy times ſeven fold. -

Other anſwers are given by Meſſrs. Glendenning, Kemp, Moxon,

Rºwe, and Myrill.

CCXXVI. By Mr. Benj. Kemp, of Farnsfield.

Love's a gentle gen’rous paſſion, That falſe joy,which nowbewitches,

Source of all ſublime delights, When obtain'd, you will repeat;

Which, with mutual inclination, [ſawleſs paſſion brings vexation,

Two fond hearts in one unites, But a chaſte and gen’rous love

What are titles, pomp, or riches, Is the glorious emulation

Whencompar'dwih truecontent? Of the bliſsful ſtate above.

Says the poet; and I know no more beautiful or proper anſwer.

Mr. Rich. Shillitoe gives this different anſwer thus:

“The ſymptoms produced by Love as a diſeaſe are as follow : the

eyelids often twinkle; the eyes are hollow, and yet appear as if full

with pleaſure; the pulſe is not peculiar to the paſhom, but the ſame

with that which attends ſolicitude and care. When the obječt of this

affection is thought of, particularly if the idea is ſudden, the ſpirits are

confuſed, the putte changes, and its force and time are very variable.

In ſome inflances, the perſon is ſad and thoughtful; in others, not

being conſcieus of , is ſtate, he pines away, is flothful, and regardleſs

of food.” As the diſeaſe advances, an heótic fever, or a ſettled me

lancholy, comes on and cloſes the diſtreſsful ſcene. From the diſ

treſfing effects of this tender paſſion, when placed on a hopeleſs objećt,

how cautious and reſerved ſhould we be in courting this ſweet de

ſtroyer of repoſe. -

Other anſwers are given by Meſſrs. Cairns, Glendenning, Moxon,

Rowe, Rufficus, and hyrill ; befides one in verſe by Mr. Jackſon, the

propoſer. -

. . . . . ' ' " - . CCXXVII.
* . . ~ * - C -º- * ~ * ** - ". - -

... ." - --
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CCXXVII. By Tow of Lincoln. .

Cold is no doubt the proximate cauſe of this, but Idleneſs the effec

tive one; ply the churn-daſh ſwiftly and uniformly, the colder the

weather the quicker the motion muſt be. Warm the cream firſt, and

work away to prevent it from cooling at firſt, and never fear getting
butter.

Mr. Shillitoe ſays a little vinegar will in a few minutes produce the

deſired decompoſition; and vice versé, by adding ſome vegetable al

kali, it will render the cream which is 'ſour and lumpy ſmooth and

Tweet. And Meſſrs. Cairns, Glendenning, and Rowe, give other anſwers.

CCXXVIII. By Mr. j. Moxon, of Cawood.

Having never read, heard, or ſeen any thing of this kind, that

worms are afraid of thunder, if it be ſo, it muſt proceed from feeling

its effects (as they cannot ſee) by a kind of rumbling agitation of the

earth made by thunder. A leſſon for us worms of the earth to learn by.

Like anſwers are given by Meſſrs. Cairns, Glendenning, Rowe, Ruſ.

ticus, and Shillitoe.

CCXXIX. By Mr. A. Glindenning.

“Not more propitious the Favonian breeze

“To Nature's health than purifying ſtorms.” -

And hail, independent of its rendency to purify the air in the ſultry

months, no doubt deſtroys innumerable animalculae, which would

otherwiſe prey upon, and materially injure the fruits of the earth.

Meſſrs. {...}. Kemp, Rowe, and Sbilliter, alſo give anſwers.

CCXXX. By Mr. Glendenning.

jºſepbut ſays, that, previous to the Flood, the offspring of Seth

(which includes Enoch) engraved their diſcoveries in the arts and ſci

ences upon two pillars, the one of ſtone, to withſtand a deluge, the

other of brick, to endure a conflagration. Conſequently, if this rela

tion be fad, I think it manifeſt there might be books and writing, or

ſomething of the ſame nature, in the antediluvian world.

But, be all this as it may, it is the prophecy, and not the book of

Enoch, that is quoted by St. Jude, which might be traditionary for

generations, and not imply the neceſſity of the uſe of writing at the

time Enoch lived to tranſmit it to poſterity. And nearly of this opi

nion is Mr. Wyrill, and Meſſrs. Cairns, Kemp, Rowe, &c.

AE N I G M A T O L O G Y.

An s w = R s to the laſt Year's AEN 1 g mas.

1. To-morrow. 1o. Man.

2. Image by Reflection, 11. Poverty.

3. Flattery. 12. Truth.

4. A Gate. 13. A Pair of Spettacles.

5. Smoke. 14. Gratitude.

6. Metal Tračtors. - 15. Electricity.

7. Put. 16. Cleanlineſs.

8. Fame. Prise. The Church.

A Strap.

Rii. 1. A Bird's neſt. 2. Chin. 3. Nonſenſe. 4. Severn.

5. Death. 6. Head-ache. 7. Clark. 8. Fortune. 9. Old Maid.

io. A Snow-drop. Jº 1. Peace.



18 . A. N. 1 o M A s anſwered, 1863.

-

1. Peace. By Mr. G. Baentsabi, of Normanton-upon-Soar.

- The bleſfing of Peace let us welcome again : AB. R.

I hope there’ll be plenty for poor honeſt men ;- -

And that they for joy may now all change their ſorrow,

Their gratitude ſhewing to-day and to-morrow. - I4. I.May every man be content with his lot,. IO. •

Misfortune and pºverty both be forgott 11. , 8.

To nonſenſe and flattery never give ear, 3- 3.

But fame and refláion for ever be clear. - 3. 2.

For the bleſfing of peace well we all may rejoice,

Both old maids with trađors and bird's-nºſling boys. 6 9. I*

Let death, ſmoke, and fire, helliſh war no more make, 5.15. 5.

To cauſe many hearts ſo, and many beads asbe. -

john Clark at the toll-gate near Severn's deep ſtream 4. 7s 4

Of nothing but ravage and ruin could dream;

Nay, he without ſpectacles plain ſaw, he thought, 13

That Britain would ſoon be to poverty brought:

But now he's well pleas'd, puts new fraps to his ſhoe, 7.9.

Strokes his chin, ſmiles and ſays, now how well we may do. 2*

Ere ſnow-drops forerun all the beauty of ſpring IQe

In neatneſs with harmony let the church ring: 16. 17.

It will be our wiſdom in truth to employ 12,

Qur hearts and our voices in this ſacred joy.

2. An Addreſs to Mr. Tho. Hindmarſh, of Crook, by

Mr. Tho. Coulson.

Dear Hindmarſh, I'd have you to marry while young,

For time ſwiftly flies, and life cannot be long.

Chuſe not an old maid, man, tho' ever ſo gay, IO. 9.

If her forehead the tint of the ſnow-drop diſplay; Ko

For cleanlineſ, fam'd, not to flatter inclin'd, 16.8. 3.

But one during life who buſineſs will mind.

In glaſs by rºſe&ion you plainly will ſee 2.

To-morrow no bar will to happineſs be. I. 4. 6.

Let your choice be a maided in whom truth bears ſway, 12.

Grateful and obedient to all that you ſay; I4.

For, when keen adverſity's tide overflows, R1,

You in her may confide, and your feelings diſcloſe, -

When your deadly head-ache endangers your life, 5. 6.

No objećt on earth equal can a good wife.

If her fortune be fonall, let her parts be refin'd, 9. 8.

For a choice ſuch as this will give peace to the mind.

Friend Clark and myſelf will the wedding attend 7.

When we ſmok'd have our pipes for electrical end; 5. 15.

And when we return from the church will repair r?.

To the ſign of the ſpeciacles, ſtay a while there, 13. “

View Nature all ſmiling and paſſing along, - -

While the bird, leave their neſts, and chaunt forth a ſong." Ie

Let the urchin of love be in wedlock your guide, - 2

Or the Severn may make you as bleſs'd a bride. - 4.

But a kind virtuous wife will prefeut to your view

No nonſenſ, ºut triend{bip both latting and true. - " -

º
. . * * .

*.,
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May diſputings all ceaſe, and you ever agree, , , , 7*.* ..., , ;

Is the wiſh of your friend and your ſervant, T. C. - * -- i.

3. The Farmer's Generofity. By Mr. Francis Asher, of coffock.

As Gripus the farmer was riding abroad, - - .

He met a poor ſailor upon the high road, - ** –

Who had the misfortune to have but one leg, - --- ---- 8. -

So poverly caus'd him to flatter and beg. 3. I [-.....tº,*

It was near the gate where they happen'd to meet, 4. . . . .

Jack with ſtrap in hand, without ſhoes to his feet, 9-, , , , . . .”

Says, “Good fir, ſome pity, I pray, on me take, a * - * *

For truth's ſake and goodneſs ſome ſmall preſent make. 12. , , *

When my country call'd, 1 of death not afraid, -- . . ...5° a

Of foes quite regardleſs as of an old maid, . … , , 9

Turn'd out volunteer;” and ſo ſtoking his chin, - 2

“'Tis nonſenſe to murmur, I care not a pin. 3

And now, on refle&ion, I don't wiſh to ſorrow, 2- -

Though I, like a ſnow-drop, be nipp'd-off to-morrºw. 1. Jo,

For man, like a ſhadow, ſoon paſſes away, ... ... Io.

If he go to the church, or to ſleep, or to pray. 17.

No ſnoky old trađors nor ſpectacles need, 5, 6, 13.

Well you know, when I tell you that I cannot read. -

I cleanlineſ, love; as for fame 'tis a jeſt, 16.8.

And little I prize it now as a bird's-neſt. - ºſe

Put gratitude high, and I pity can take " .. 7. 14. * *

On my brother Clark, when he's got the tooth-ache.” 7. 6.

Old Gripus, to get rid of Jack, as they ſay,

Threw him down a new farthing, and ſo rode away,

As faſt as he could, by of Severn the fide, 4.

And trembling like one juſt electrified. 15.

4. An Addreſs to Peace. By Mr. John Wyrill, of Wiſtow, near

Selby.

Thrice welcome, Peace! thou heavenly bleſfing, hail!

Long may thy influence o'er the world prevail.

May ev'ry cºming day, in Nature's glaſs, 1 -

Make us reflect on bleſfings as they paſs. . . 2.

On pomp and pow'r?et fuſſome flattery wait,' ' 3

While modeſt worth is driven from the gate. 4

Involv’d in ſmoke, war, thund'ring on the plains, 5

With deadly tractors, put to flight the ſwains; . . . . 6.7.

And Fame's ſhrill trumpet, bellowing loud afar, 8.

Through all the world re-echo'd, “horrid warl’’ “ -

Fach ſtrapping hero more than man appear'd." 9. To

Famine and poverty their heads uprear'd. - II

But truth, celeſtial truth, at laſt bore ſway; 12

And leagu’d with thee, ſweet Peace, drove War away.

With ſpectacles of joy the cities blaz'd, 13

ad Gratitude the great Deliv'rer prais'd, - 14

ike an electric cleanlineſ, we ſee `... " ", , 15. 16.

Far differing churches all in peace agree. . Pr.

,* * *
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in holy fervour here they all accord, º

:

And thanks and praiſes offer to their Lord. - R.

The feather'd ſongſters may in ſafety build I

In verdant groves, which horror lately fill'd -

And flippant barbers, as they ſmooth the chin,' ' " 2.

Exult that plenty will with peace begin, " " ' ' '

Though diſcontent and nonſenſe inly growts, 3.

Whilſt rapid Severn, big with commerce, rolls; "4. -

The inſtruments of death are laid aſide, 5- * * *

And arbing beads have remedies apply'd. -

Friend Clark, with joy, will join the tuneful band, 7.

To hail the fortune of his native land. 8.

All virtuous old maid, bleſs thee, ſweet Peace; 9.

As with the ſnow-drop ſuitors will increaſe. so.

Returning heroes, to the fair ſtill true,

Will, in their arms, to dangers bid adieu.

Now commerce will her golden wings expand,

And join in friendſhip ev'ry diſtant land.

5. Addreſs to an affliáed Friend. By Mr. Benjamin Kemp.

Laura, why mourn? to-morrow's joys may riſe, I.

And thace theſe ſad reflections all away; - 2. * *

More flatering proſpe&ts, and propitious ſkies, , , 3

May ope the gate of ſome more happy day. 4.

When pangº, like ſmoke, aſſail on ev'ry fide, - 5- -

What though the patent tracters give no eaſe, 6. * *

Yet put your truſt in that unerring guide, - 7.

So fam'd of old for mercy, love, and peace. 8.

Deſpair's a trap where thoughtleſs men are caught; 9.

Manfully fight againſt this ſubtle ſnare; IO.

Though poverty, with ſad diſaffers fraught, I Is

Be yours, yet wiſe truth bids you ſpurn at care. Iz.

What ſhºcking ſpectacks are thoſe we find, 13.

Bereſt of patience, gratitude, and love, 14

Loft to that calm machiatry in the mind, 15.

Which wbite-rob'd innocence derives above. 16.

where the pure church from age to age fiall ſhine, Pº,

There fix your heart, there ev'ry thought beſtow,

Centreyour hopes in that great pow'r divine,

From whom relief and endleſs comforts flow. - * *

6. To-morrow. By Mr. J. Carrns, of Old Bewick.

Ta-morrow is the world's fair ſpeech. A wiſh makes all who truſt it poor,

But, likes cloud, 'tis out of reach.|And ſhutting againſt truth the door.

A pledge it# of gaudy late: Like ſpectacles to-morrow is;

A gate that's hung on empty ſpace.]R flect ºn makes it the fool's bliſh;
Tractor metallic call we may Like electricity it flies.

A ſmoke that vaniſhes •way. A beform to*: clean the ſkies.

A put-off and a ſham excuſe; To-day your gratitude then ſhow.

A poſtman that a dream purſues; To-morrow's what the Church don't

Aftrºp that is by Satan ply'd, know.

For feats of fame and brags decry’d.

- 7. The
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7. The venerable Ruſtic. By

Far from the buſtle of the town

There dwells an aged fire,

Not born to fortune or renown,

Nor ſlave to vain defire; [cares,

As knowing well that wealth brings

That honours are but breath,

And ſoon they muſt to other heirs

Be both conſign'd by death.

Rºffeółed image, like a dream,

Life’s ſhort as winter's day;

Before to-morrow’s golden beam

Like birds we're ſnatch'd away.]

Impreſs'd with gratitude ſincere,

Each morn and ev'ning too

Deyourly he puts up a prºp'r,

Aud praiſe where ail is due.

His age, tho’ threeſcore years and

No ſpeciatles he needs ; [ſeven,

Reports of fame, or odd or even,

He ſtill with pleaſure reads.

In nonſenſe he not waſtes his mind,

But reads that holy book,

Where trutb and wiſdom all muſt

who will devoutly look. [find

Mr. Philip Gowr, of Exeter.

|His church frequenting not in vain,

No Clark more pains beſtowing,

Nor ſnow nor heavy drops of rain

Keep him from thither going.

He with his fiſter, an old maid,

Walks out three times a day, .

For ſake of health, in verdant mead;

| Sweet flowers firew the way.

Eleåric flattery obtrude

He will not, truth he loves;
!

... .

And cleanlineſ, and gratitude"

Are pleaſures he approves.

Frugality adorns his cat, , , , , , , .

Not trapping rhina ware ; , ,

He ſmok; tı is pipe, and drinks a Potº

Of ſober table-beer. --

Buſ poverty ne'er at his gates .

Implores relief in vain,

That charađer, that man he hates, ,

Who can the poor diſdain.

No patent trađors can he need, . . .

Head-acbe of tooth to cure, -

But health attends on him indeed; ,

And may it long endure! … "

8. Slavery and Liberty. By Mr. R. DuTºron, of Kingſley,

Slavery, thou bitter pill,

Which thouſands taſe, yet bitter

flill,

Behold a man in captive ſtate ,

Put thro' a trap-door'd iron gate,

Meagre and poor and loſt to fame,

To-morrow and a year the ſame.

I thro' a ſmoky ſkylight ſaw ...

Him chain'd upon a bed of ſtraw,

No friend to flatter, hope to cheer,

No balm to eaſe the brow of care ;

No light his tract or ſpace affords;

Bound were his limbs with ſtraps

and cords;

A ſpectacle of human woe,

In truth, that eaſe can never know.

9. The Drunkard. By Mr. Is

The drunkard, careleſs of to

morrºw,

By tippling ſtrives to baniſh ſorrow,

From trutb and wiſdom far will

Thusdriving gratitudeaway. [ffray.

And, while he hugs his darling fin,

No cleanlineſ, is found within, And grow quite ſtupid with hisg

I3

But let us now the ſcene exchange

For Liberty's enchanting range. * *

With gratitude the Goddeſs good

Electrifies and cleans the blood.

Thou'rt worſhip dandador'd in love,’

In mountain,church,and ſhady grove;

Where birds-nºſ's, ſnow-drops, all

- abound, - -

Yes, there ſweet Hiberty is found,

Tho' fortune frown, towb-acbe per

Oldmaids deſpiſethe otherſex; [plex,

Tho' Clark write clear, as Severn's

ſtream,

And others nonſenſe like a dream, .

}: ſtill my with to heav'n ſhall be

o give me dequb or liberty,

Aag Gg M L EY, of Nottingham.

Intemperance is thus the cauſe

Why man will break his country's

laws.

Inſtead of minding what he ſhou'd,

His own and ev'ry other's good,

'Midſmokeandfumehis...;
se

#.3
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He, fearless of the heav'nly rod,

Neglects and ſcorns the houſe of God.

Is pleas'd to hear his comrades biſs

At all who love the gates of bliſs.

Eleåriff'd with noiſ; and ale,...,

His tra for is a flattering tale, .

And puts on airs moſt conſequential

As it he had all things effential.

Thus madmen, every day evinces,

Imagine they are lords and princes.

But view his home, you there will

Moſt fad diſtreſs aud poverty. [ſee

.ro, Refle&tions. By M

Swift as the ſhu.tle ſeen and fled,

I only truth relate, - - - -

Tºday alive, to-morrow dead;"

A wiſe, perhaps, who quakes for

- slread, * . . . - º --

And naked children wanting bread;

Ahouſewih all thewindows broken, .

And of a fire no fign or token; ,

No food to eat, no bed to lie on, ...

Sad ſpºđacle to keep one's eye on.

|o, ye ingenious Britiſh youth,',

Regard and love the ways of truth; "

Avoid theſe paths that lead to..

. . . . death, . . .” [breath. "

|Abjure them while you yet have

r. J. Moxon, of Cawood. . . . "

The tractors us’d health to reſtore,

Nor ſtraps, when all is done,

|Avail not, ſoon health is no more,
How fickle is our ſtate 1 ºr

The conſtant glaſ, its hour will run,

As we all daily ſee, ' ' ' "

And, like the ev’ning ſetting ſun,

Is our mortality. “ , ”

Falſe man may flatter at the gate,

And promiſe bliſs for years,

The debt of all, ſo fix'd is fate; ,

All pay muſt with arrears.

The head that knowledge can ex

At other men's defire, [pound

Not long will with the bards be

But like a ſmoke retire. [found,

Fr. Rent-Day.

Cyåd with terrors, grief, and fears,

Impérial rent-day now appears

flike an elºric firoke. . . "

How poverty is now diſmay’d

Jºãion, ſhadow of a ſhade,”

'en fears the church is broke.

A lath-like bailiff's briſtly ºbin,

That Severa's waters cannot clean,

Appeats, report gives ill:

Hºdd. aše to him is no excuſe, ,

'Tis#. flattery, abuſe,

Thar Rand in no ſtead will.

Poor"Gouplet’s gate was hung a

"...loft,

No gratitude or truth avail,

Time paſſes, and we’re gone.

What ſpeſiacles of folly we,

Who will not time redeem 1

Regarding their mortality,

The wiſe will it eſteem.

Let all be put in mind who hear =

Elétric thunders ſound,

Clean hearts in gratitude and fear

To lift up all around.

‘Fame both in Church and State may

| Get, if we wiſely ſpend . . [we

Our lives, bleſs'd immortality

| obtaining in the end.

* -

By Mr. Tho. Whick ER, of Exeter.

Poor Couplet Clark as ſnow-drop

[pale,

Miłfortune all and fear. -

|To maid, and matrons in a flock

He-fold his tale, which caus'd a

And ſomebeſtow'datear. [ſhock,

But when Tom Bowling, jolly

mortal, [portal,

Heard the ſad tale at Couplet’s

His gen'rous heart cries, Come,

With Nelſon' I have croſs'd the

main, [proud Spain ;

To ſmoke the French, and ſtrap

Some gold I have brought home.

Where truth and wiſdom enter'd oft|Cheerup,man, better newsto-morrow,
But now with din of rent

Rerung, his ſpe&acks and boºks,

Tho' few yet choice, the mouſter|He did ſo.

, ºf hooks: • .

... What bailiff can relent?

Put trađors on, and end thy ſorrow,

This bailiff I will pay.

And the happy bard—

Again his tuneful lyre is heard,

And thus he ſung, they ſay :

Succeſs .

ſº

.
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... Succeſs to the tars of Q'd England I ſing; .

May the great God of Armies them guard with his w

" . . . . ."

ing ! : * *

May their Nelſon, their Vincent, their Warren renown'd,

Long live to command, and ſuch worth ſtill abound ! .

12. The Tooth-ache. By Mr. Thomas Wilson, of Newcaſtle,

Accept, kind fir, my humble thanks|How happy are the feather'd race,

‘For placing me in D'a's ranks,

Making me dance, and wig my

Without diſguiſe, [ſhanks

As if Dame Fortune in her pranks

Had drawn a prize.º. " -

But how ſhall I attempt again º'

Clark’s curious riddles to explain,

Rack'd as I am with tooth-acbe's

‘Of pains the chief,

*Oft calling lazy death in vain zºº

To give relief? **** *

No old-maid's remedy gives eaſe,

Plagu'd with this pinebing curs'd

diſeaſe, tº . ~ *

Which pill nor potion can appeaſe

Of med'cine's ſquad. . . .

It will, I fear, my ſenſes ſeize,

-

|- i.

Exempt from my unpity'd caſe,

Who in ſome ſnug ſequefler'd place

Their dwellings rear

|On Severn's banks, where ſnow

- drops grace. *** * .

The ſmiling year.

whilſt I, a poor tormented wight,

Count round thetardyhoursoſ night,

[pain, Still hoping that retürning light

May bring me eaſe;

But night nor day gives me reſpite

From this diſeaſe. ‘’

Then, fir, excuſe the doleful ſtraia

In which I thus deſcribe a pain

My nonſenſe all can ifl explain,
It's ſo ſevere.

|And I moſt truly yours remain

-And drive me rºad. Until next year.

13. The happy old Maid. By Mr. B. Kem F,"

‘It has often been ſaid of Mi

'Tis her fortune at death to lead apes. .

e! She’s meat, as the ſnowWhat mon

ſs Clark, the old maid,

drºp complete,

When Savern's ſmooth ſtream ſhews her ſhapes.

From the foot to the cbin, in due order each pin,

As prim as a hird-mºſt in ſpring;

“If bead-ache ſhe’s got, ſtill content with her lot,

She would not be a wife to a king.

., 14. Rebuſes anſwered by Mr. J. Moxon.

iI much admire the ſmail kind's nºſ'] While Clark, our bard, with eaſe is
As emblem of our cradle-reſt. t bleſł. [frown,

The ſottiſh toper gives his chink, And if dame Fortune chance to

For manſenſe and a pot of drink.

The river.Severn raging there :

Will he the death of ſome I fear.

No wiſe old-maid will be caſt down,

Nor like a ſnow-drop hang her

head

As ſome with tooth-ache are diſireſt, Till ſhe be withered and dead.

15. Prize AEnigma anſwered by Damon, on the Banks of the Avon.

The Church ſays, quickly muſt 1

leave

The joys that wine and beauty give;

Where kings, diveſted of their ſtate,

And ſlaves partake one common

tate.

Soon muſt 1 quit my wonted mirth, Let then the preſent how- be mine,

To mingle with my parent earth. Bleſ, with beauty, love, and vine.

Alas! no potent drug can ſave |All ye virgin-throng "dvancº º

My body from the yawning grave, Mingle in the ſprightly dance ;

B
4. Te
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To the lyre's enchanting ſound

Nimbly trip the blithſome round,

|. the genial bowl inſpires

Soft delights and gay defires.

16. Chriſtianity. By Mr. J, Dent, of Kirton.

Like to a rock, ſafe in the Saviour's hands, .

On its firm baſe the Church ſecurely ſtands; * --

Nor time, nor floods, nor perſecution's rage, ... "

Nor death, nor hell, ſhould all their pow'rs engage, :

shall it deſtroy I this fabric

Long as the throne of God,

Each true believer ſhall his

when all the Babel-builders are no more. ... tº

The gates of Sion all his ſaints attend,

muſt endure,

all fland ſecure. -

tname adore - . . . . .”

• * * * * *

. To hold communion with their dying friend. , 4-, . .” -

'Tis there the Chriſtianeath his tribute brings, . . . . . . . .

With heart ſincere, to ſerve the King of kings. - -

All join in worſhip to his ſacred name, , , , ºr . . . * - - - - -

* ...And in loud anthems all his praiſe proclaim. . . . . .';

With thoſe I wiſh to join,

His matchleſs love, who conquer'd death and hell: , ,

By dying to redeem. At church we meet,

and with them tell. "… ..., , , ;

And pay our adorations at his feet. --> -

'Tis there we hear his miniſters proclaim ‘. … -->

Salvation thro' the bleſs'd Redeemer's name. . .

Nor only here on earth ſhall Chriſtians join - - - , , ,

In worſhip ſo harmonious, ſo divine; -

But when the fix days wonders are no more,
And all return to chaos as before,” “ r: … …

Then the church militant ſhall ſoar above, " * .

And with the church trium

May you, dear gents, his happy

phant fing his love. . .

faints among,

Riſe from the duſt, and join the bliſsful throng? f * .
- ! . . º -

-

-

New Hºnig M as to be
anſwered next YEAR.'

1. AEN i GMA 787. By Mr. Geo. BRENT Nall.

we mortals at a diſtance ſpy

Unnumber'd ſhining worldson high,

A world of wonders too are ſeen

Below, on ev'ry flºw'ry green.

But what is meant here to diſplay

Conflantly travels night and day :

ſº ſometimes here and ſometimes

there; -

Yes, many hundred times a year;

Is not an objećt ºf your fight,

2. HCN1c M.A. 788.

Ye ſcientific gents, attend

To one of Iowiy birth;

Long fince appear'd you may depend,

My anceſtor on earth.

* -

Yet, when'tis here,'tis alwayslight.

Though it be gone to France or

$pain,

Yet, in a while, 'twill come again.

In many places at one time, -

It viſits almoſt ev'ry clime.

On land or ſea it may be found,

Aud travels all the world around.

Backward or forward is the ſame,

So pray be pleas'd to tell its name.

By ANNot a to R, of Bicker, near Boſton.

You read of one a-kin to me

In Hezekiah’s days;

And at th’s time his progeny

Take counſel at my ways.

In
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In fize and ſtature ſometimes low.

And fern;nine I'm ſtil'd,

Though I in pa’hs of virtue go,

From truth. I’ve been beguird.

My ſlender limbs men oft expoſe

To the ſevereſt cold.

My maker ſtrikes me, when I'm

Till 1 his whims unfold...[frºze.

But care of me my dame takes then

, Leſt worſe ſhould he my caſe;

Yet, ſpite of that, bad meaning mer.

VV,ii Peep me in the face.

Sometimes I leave you in the lurch;

Wºh faults our trite abºund; "

|Theſe to atone, I at the church

In ſolemn garb am found.

My plaiºtive cadence you may hear

When you are where I go;

The longer you to me give ear,

The more your fate 1 ſhow.

|How hard my lot, ſmall my reſpect,

When fairly brought to light i

For I'm compell'd to go erect,

And work both day and night.

3. As a MA 739. By Mr. Ricº, savage. of Green's-Norton.

Ye gentle bards, what is my name?

Reverſe me, I am Hill, the ſame.

I am eſteeru'd by all that live;

Laid you through the toiling day,

Till chearſul Sol withdraws his ray.

And if I'm loſt,they're ſure to grieve,

4. H.N to MA 790.,

Though my original's not ſhown,

I early in the world was know.

One obvious truth you may remark,

1 gain’d a place in Noah's ark.

In court and cottage I am found,

And in large cities I abound.

Often quite bare, and meanly dreſs'd,

Bat ſometimes wear a painted veſt.

Then you in ſplendour me behold,

With bright appendages of gold,

And ſervants waiting to attend me.

who in my office all befriend me.

Grateful for this, in hours of ſleep

- 5. Hºn I GMA 791. B

Rehold in me the ſource whenc

whimſies ſpring,

Alſo the ſource of ev'ry ſerious thing.

I am the fount from which great

Homer drank, , [ſtreet rank.

Yet guide the pen of all the Grub

Each ſon of Eloquence, in verſe ol

proſe, owes.

His beau’ies and defe&s to me too

In muſic's charms I give the thril

ling joy, [the eye.

In painting give the tint thatcharms

And, yet, the vileſt thrummer that

e'er play’d, [aid.

And vileſt dauber, too, receive my

Suſtain'd 'twixt heaven and earth,

I'll tell you when day comes again.

By Mr. B. KEM p. -

My keeper I in ſafety keep;

For, with a partner's Joſe aſſiſtanee,’

We jointly make a ſtout refiſtance.

Of various fate, perhaps, ere long,

You find me bound in priſon ſtroug.

In maſſy chains, 'mid grief and woe,

I'm ſeen to wander to and fro.

Anon, at theatres and balls;

Officiate too at great St. Paul's.

In ev'ry court, in ev'ry ſtreet,

My preſence you will ſurely meet,

One bint mºre take : in fimile,

our Lord compar'd himſelf to me.

y Mr. R.A. Durton.

Plac'd on a pedeſtal, my ſtrong-built

cell. r

To give me light two windows have

a place, [fion grace.

And twice as many doors my mam

I'm food for man; nor fleſh or bone

am I; [die.

Yet he without me very, ſoon would

Lo angry Luna makes the ſurge to

roar, [ter'd ſhore.

And the loud billows laſh the bat

My cell ſhe enters, ſpreads diforders

there; [ſon api ear.

Derangements, wild conceptions.

When, hapleſs, hopeleſs, helpleſst

ſoon I ſhow

behold I dwell, - A pitying world a ſpectacle of woe.
6. Hºx ic MA

Then let me teſt nowin night's reign,
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. … 6. Knigma 792. By Mr. Philip Gove, of Exeter.

H. Ke as the eagle takes his flight

Towards the glorious ſount of Hght.

On wing explores th' etherial ſpace:

Behind leaves at the feather'd race,

Beyond the ken of human eye

He tew’ring mounts towardsthe ſky

The ſwifth silight,and high he ſoar

J fivifter higher heaven txplore:

'swifter than lightning's vivid ray

'I penetrate the realms of day. .

Join the angelic hoſt above,”

* 7. Henri GMA 793. By

(let ofhers talk offeatsthey've done,

And dangers they have undergone;

How on the ſeat theyhavebeen toſs'd,

The battles they have won and loſt;

The mum’rous hardſhips they have

ſhar'd, [heard.

The wonders they have ſeen and

Why may not I, as well as they,

Say how I paſs my time away

In days, of yore, ſome men ſuppoſe,

The fight of me was ominous;

And their weak minds with fancy

* That to them I foreboded ill. [fill,

But though by ſome I was deſpis'd,

By others I was highly priz'd,

I conſecrated was of old

To wiſe Minerva; this is told,

If any one ſhould doubt my word,

(It may be found upon record. . .

At Athens I was much eſteem’d,

And by the Tartars ſacred deem'd

Who honours great to me ſtill pay,

* 8. AEN to Ma 794. By Mr. J.

Ye, ſkill'd in enigmatic lore,

*Can trace the depths profound, ex

- plore

The theme moſt intricate, accept

:rlie tribute of reſpea here kept,

Where wiſdom's ſcus appear com

bºn’d

To ſcience aid, improve the mind.

My parent's birth know I can trace

Ere man, or bird, or beaſt, had place

472on this ball, obſcur'd from fight,

1 long remain'd ſtranger to light,

"I W, torn and tortur'd in the flame,

..], phºnix-like, obtain'd my name.

In joy, ſerenity, and love.

or to the place direct my flight,
Where horrors dwell and endleſs

night'; ' ' ' ' '

|Umpierc'd, impenetrable gloom,

ere evil ſpirits feel their doom.

With man I reign upon this earth,

No moment ſºdes but I'have birth.

Ye bards, with you I'm known to

dwell; ‘’s “ -

‘II aſk you then my name to tell.

Rust reus, of Wrangle.

And uſe me kindly to this day. ..

Within ſome unfrequented place

Each day in dormant ſtate I paſs,

Till Sol has run his courſe, and gone

Beneath the weſtern horizon.

And Luna lends her borrow'd light,

To uſh-r in the ſable night. , , , , ,

Then, like ſome debauchee or rake,

I my noćturnal revels make. , ;

With weapons furniſh'd, out I go,

On many bring diſtreſs and woe, a

For, be it known, I take delight.

In apprehending thieves at night.

Ard more I’ve ſeiz'd myſelf alone

Than all the Bow-ſtreet gang have

a done. -

Yet one more worthy ačt I claim,

By which, perhaps, you'll gueſs my

name;

For, as tradition truth may bring,

I ſav'd from death a Britiſh king.

Dest, of Kirton, near Boſton.

Jubal or Tubal-Cain deem I

The firſt whocould my worth deſcry.

Caprice or cuſtom leads the way,

And to each vºilage now I ſtray.

ſo lofty piles and courts I range;

Likefriend ſincere, I ſeldom change.

Whene’er I fix my choice I'm ſeen

With flocks who ſport in meadows

green.

In inns and oft in ſchools appear;

Am form'd to pleaſe, yet cauſe a tear.

Nor cities will my aid refuſe;

Youthear my voice, then lesrn the

news,

And
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And if reports may not bring ſtrife;

'Tis ſaid I ſav'd a perſon's life.

When Royal George, our Albion's

, boaſt, -

Was overſet, by billows toſs'd,

By me was view'd the victim’s doom,

Tho' lodg’d ſecure in wat'ry tomb.

I ſhew time rolls from year to year.

Denote eternity draws near ! :

And, gents, when you reſign to fate,

I note, and at your funeral wait !

9. FNiom a 795. By

Say what it is thatcheers the aching

heart, [the ſoul,

That gently ſtills the tumults off

Bids anxious cares and painful fea's

depart, ,

And calms the waves of ſºrrow

Such pow'r is mine. The ſhades

of dark deſ, air {day.

I diſſipate, and ſhed the cheerful

Diſcor? retires whenever I appear,

And moping melancholy ſteals

away. . . . . . * * *

As torpid nature chill’d by winter's

cold, , [vives again,

Warm'd by the vernal ſun, re

Herrifing beauties all their charm'

unfold, ſthe verdant plain:

And breathe their fragrance o’er.

Thus ſcience fair, beneath my

cheering rays, [and ſhines;

With all the kindred arts' levives

Induſtry all her energy diſºlays,

And uſefulneſs will elegance

combines.

rio. AEN i G M A796. By Mr. is

Ere father Adam ſaw the chearful

day, - - -

In Eden's bow'rs I paſs'd the time

From flow'r to flew'r ſcrenely mov’d

along, - [ſong

And with my preſence aided ev'ry

Upon the bliſsful pair I did attend,

And am to all their progeny

friend.

Without me not a creature could

ſurvive, [al ve.

[when they roll}}

away.'

To pleaſe the fair, at plays I'm found,

And, conſtant as each ačt goes round,

i take my part. On public way,

With harneſs'd ſteed, my tricks:

diſplay, -- - i

To cheer you. And in days of yore,

The ſcriptures tell, the high-prieſt

wore * * * * . -

Me on his veſt, ere he drew, near

The holy place. They, too, ceclare

An idol bore 'my name. Unfold

The veil, and, it my name be told.

Isbic sa, of Whitkirk.

Ere earth was form'd, or ere the

flaming ſun, ſºn empty ſpace,

By power ſupreme, was launch'd

Or time, with ſteady pace, had yet

begun , eatur'd race,

To rºll through rolling years his

I was among the firſt-born ſons of

light, . [heavenly lays.

And', ſweetly harmoniz'd their

Riſing, 'hrough heaven's unmea

ſurable hºight, [praiſe.

To my great author, in perpetual

Yet from theſe bliſsful ſeats of

boundleſs joys . [away;

I, for a time, was baniſh’d quite

And now, on earth, the monſter

Sin deſtroys [my ſway.

My pow'r auſpicious, and refiſts

Though much defin'd, a d-by the

many ſought, [remain.

Ry few I’m found, with fewer I

Though now i'm tranſient, flying

quick as though', [reign.

I ſhall be permanent, and ever

*

Aac Gu Mlry, of Nottingham.

I’m here, I'm there, I'm always

, foll of motions, [oceans,

On iſland, continents, and briny.

In all affairs I take an &tive part,

And ev'ry fair-one has me near her.

beart. - - -

In all important deep-learn'd diſ

pulations [of nation.,

Of war and peace, the good or ill

to the chairman away; pay at

tentiº", [Fenſion.

For I ſuſtain, and keep them all Without a Premium, title, or a

* Yet
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Yet I'm for liberty, without diſpute.

Nay, freedom is my darling attri

bute. - - -

If into bondage 'tis my lot to fall,

Iº my pºiſon, and ſurprize you

all.

By various means I daily let you ſee

My pow'r is great, and that I wiłł
be free,’ ... •

1 1. AEN 13MA 797.

To thoſe who are of happy mind,

By heaven I'm giv'n human kind,

As fighing lovers know.

With them I'm found; of virgins
fair, -i.

The thoughtleſs minds I of enſnare,

: And make their beauty glow.

When F dwin languiſh'd tor his dear,

He ſigh’d and vow'd; ſhe would not

His ſuit ſhe diſapprov’d. [hear;

He told a tale of artleſs love,

And begg'd of all the pow'rs above,

To have the nymph he lov’d.

She filent ſtood, and ſeem'd more

kind,

To hear young Edwin tell his mind;

He vow'd it was a tºur h.

12. AEN 13MA 793. By. Mr. W.

Ye conflant wights, whoſe fame is

on record, [word;

juſtly acknowledg'd, ſacred at your

Whoſe ready counſels to the true

and wiſe,

Are kindly offer'd, as occaſions riſe;

From ſlander's tongue, as truth it.

ſelf hath ſhewn, [trown;

You turn abhorrent, with a fi!en.

But countenance what's worthy of

your mind, -

And only ſuch your firm ſupport

There are, 'tis true, who move from

place to place, grace,

To hear and carry ſtandal and diſ.

My name will mention in oblique

diſguiſe, [ſw fily flies.

To make more welcome what ſo

Turn we from ſuch, aveid where

... they reſort, [teſted court.

And ſtudious ſhun their vile de

4.

[will find.].

No haughty deſpot on the earth
fhall bind me, [figh'd wne.

For I'll enjoy the freedom fate aſ

Whoe'er 'gainſt me ſhall baſe de

ſigns purſue, [run them thro';

Shall feel my vengeance, for I'll

Eſtabliſh freedom on her rightful

throne, Igion known."

Aed make my worth in ev'ry re

By Mr. W. Wilson, of Eaſt Haddon.

He had for her extreme regard,

She ſoftly turn'd, and, for reward,

Gave me to the fond youth.

His ſparkling eyes expreſs his joy,

And lovely beauties caught his eye,

Which cancell'd all his pain.”

|My winning charms thus to behold,

Pleas'd him much more than gems

or geld, - - - - -

Brought to him o'er the main.

But ſoon I vaniſh out of fight :

Like any phantom fern at night,

As quickly diſappear. º

In blooming ſpring’tis ſaid I’m ſeen,

When nature clothes herſelf in

green, -

To deck the verdant year.

Clark, Cam's-Hall, Farsham...

Where minds congenial couflant

are and true, [vow

Bound by the ſacred tie and ſolemn

Of laſting friendſhip, of the puieſt
kind, f [find.

Me, as a pledge of conſtancy, you.

But, if betray'd, I wing my rapid

flight, [and ſpite.

..ofing my name through treachery

My value ſuch, you to the favour’d

few terview ; '

Impart with frankneſs the firſt in

While greedy ears, attentive, me to

gain, [ſcraps retain. .

Oft gather ſcraps, nor can thoſe

E’en men of ſcience might them-.

ſelves forget, [yet.

Since none were ever perfeół counted,

But ſome, poſſeſſing much retentive

pow'r, [hour.

Have kept me perfett to the preſent

- - heſe,
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Theſe, only theſe, fit guardians to

their truſt. unjuſt.

I bide not with the faithleſs and

Spite of baſe ſlander's tongue, 1 bide

with you ; - -

Remain ſecure. Diarians,now adieu.

13. AEN1c MA 799. By Mr. Wys ill, of Wiſłow.

Come, heavenly mufe, at d with

ſeraphic fire [inſpire,

Thyſelf deſcribe, and ev'ry breaſ

Hear then, ye fons of men, my

words attend, [deſcend.

And truth and wiſdom ſhall to you

1, long before primeval darkneſs

ed., led.

In concord all the hoſts celeſtial

Nay, doubtleſs mov’d by me, th” e.

termal cauſe [its laws.

Spake, out of nothing, nature and

In joy the morning ſtars together

ſung, [rus rung.

And ſpace etherial with their cho

ln Paradiſe awhile I deign'd to

dwell; [he fell.

But ſoon, alas! man, ingrate man'

Then was 1 baniſh'd from his dar

ken'd breaſ 3 [oppreſs'd,

And he, with horror and deſpai,

His doom expe&ted; when his judg:

benign, reſign :

Rul’d by my pow'r, his anger did
And to the ſelf-condemn’d thi

promiſe made,

* The woman's ſeed thall bruiſ

the ſerpent's head.”

With righteous Abel I was alway:

found; [was drown'd :

Protećted . Noah when the world

Attended faithful Abraham all his

days, [race;

And all the virtuous of the human

Yet ne'er was fully unto man de.

clar'd, pear'd.

Till bleſ,'d Meſſiah upon earth sp.

He all his life was influenc'd by me,

But moſt triumphant on moun:

Calvary:

The law fulfill'd, and I on man

diffus’d.

On Olivet my pow'r was full dif

play'd,

And there captivity was captive led,

Lift up your heads, eternal gates,

I ſay, way,

And you, ye everlaſting doors, give

That the great king of glory may

come in, [and ſin.

Triumphing o'er the pow'rs of death

At Pentecoſt, the choſen few I bleſt

With tongues, to tell my pow'r to

all the reſt; +

That they from ſin and Satan might

be free, . . [me:

Full of the Holy Ghoſt, and full of

Saul, breathing threat'nings, in his

mad career, [godly fear.

I ſtopp'd, and fill'd his mind with

Then with myſelf, he, at my hea

venly call, [Paul.

Was ſoon converted into preaching

I all the ſaints and martyrs did in

ſpire, [the fire.

To brave the rack, the lions, and .

in ev'ry age is ſhewn my matchleſs

pow'r, {final hour;

Upheld by me, grim death has loſt

his ſting, [exulting fing.

And, more than conq'rors, they .

When earth and ſkies ſhall mingle

in a blaze, [I'll raiſe;

My myriads, then, triumphantly

And borne by me to realms of end

leſs day,

They ceaſeleſs thanks and praiſes,

ſhall diſplay,

In holy rapture, to the great I AM,

Then was the ſerpent's head com.

- pletely bruis'd,

--

And ſing the ſong of Moſes and .

the LAMs.

14. Aeriena.

And thouſands triumph at their .
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Like ſome proprious deity'I ſhine,

To blets you with my influence

divine. . -

On ſonſe fair timinence I take my

fland, . . . . [command.

And o'er the ſea an ample view

The dºubtful cheer, the ignorant

illume, - [doorn

To ſnatch them from a mierable

When gloomy ſhade invol'es the

- world in might, [light;

And glimm'ring ſtars diffuſe a feeble

When howling wind , with hoarſ.

tremendous ſweep, [desp;

In dreadful hurricanes convuiſe the

Whenfoamingbillows,with a ſtound

ing roar, [grºaning ſhore;

Aſſail the pond rous rocks auo

Amid this furious elemental war,

The dauntleſs, conq’ring, patrioti,

tar,

Prize Hºnig M A. By Mr.

Ye learned gents, when 'tis you,

wi'l

To guide the oſcillating quitl,

You riddles veil with myſtic ſkill,

Attend my artleſs lºy.

And let once mºre a village ſwain

A correr in your Diary gain,

Nor let him aſk the Ucon in vain,

And I'.1 for ever pray.

No fiery Pegaſus 1 li mount,

Nor pen dip in Permeſſan tount,

Neither my fit, gers mran to count.

Caſt not a cultic's eye.

!'ve this once ventur'd to proceed,

Without the help of mute or ſteed,

My pipe is but a ſimple reed,

So paſs my erro's by.

Whethe, my for to may once hav.

- ſtood

In ſome fair vale or lofty woºd,

Or by the borders of the flood,

' 'Tis needleſs here to tell.

'Tis for my knowledge men m

prize, -

Like Brothers great, I’ve prºphecies:

N’,‘former prºphets I de fºrfe,

Yet here I bear the bell.
e

14. HENio Ma 8oo. By Mr. D.T. SHERIDAN.

+

With ſtudious care, employs his

wiſhful eye -

My cher ring emanations to deſcry."

No longer toſs'd, of winds and

waves the ſport, [port.

I greet his eyes, and guide him into

When gay Autora's roſy face ap

pears,

And all cration wish

cheers,

My former vaſt importance fades

, away [day.

Befºre the ſplendour of the gºd of

&ui, when he woos fair Thetis on

tue main,

I then reſume my conſequence

again;

Diſpenſe my bleſfings till he re

aſcend, -

And thus mankind alternately be

friend. . . .

G. H. Is ITT, of Stanion.

A face I have, but don't ſuppoſe

That I muſt have eyes, mouth, and

noſe, -

Or that my cheeks outvie the roſe;

I 've not, nor will deceive.

He that my various parts ordains,

Made me ſo odd, you ſee my veins,

And liquid current each contains.

S. ges, you may believe.'

When Jove the tempeſt has unfurl’d,

And from his hand the thunder

hurl’d,

To awe the ſubjećts of this world,

With terrur and diſmay ;

know his will, dew n ſinks my ſoul,

Quickly I fill th’ inſpiring bowl,

No lightnings fliſh, no thunders

I 'l, riſe again ſome day. [roll;

When clouds ſurcriarg’d with water

low'r, [pour,

Threat' bing on earth their load to

Lo I deſcend before the Qlow'r;

T be not too explicit, [ſkies,

Bright Sol illumes th' uncouded

Miſt, vapour, from his preſence flies,

to met his godſhip I then riſe.

her preſence

Adieu, your ſervant, ſitt.

NEw
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NEw REB uses,

1. By Lavinius, of TRIN 1 D An.

To wealth, deareſt gents, do you,

wiſhes aſpire, [you deſire ;

My firſt may prevent you from all

2. By Mr.

My firſt 's a term for ladies gay

When dreſt and deck'd out for the

A foreign title of renown [play :

My ſecond will to you make known;

Chaz Apes, &c.

* * & ºv *- : *

Conducted with caution, the mer

chant well draws, [the cauſe.

Th’effect is my ſecond; my whole is.

Geo. Simpkin. y

My whole united names the ſpot:

Where now. I dwell in humble

cot,

The world forgetting, and forgot.

3. By S. H. of London.

My two firſt, three-fourths of a coin

Which miſers would keep cloſe;

My remnant en ſelf you will find,

But firſt pull off your hoſe ;

4. By Mr. George

The firſt in the world, and the laſ

in the year, [middle.

With the eye of a bat in the

My whole is a medical gent,

Of ſome fame for good ſkill,

And next Chriſtmas he means te

preſent r -

You with either a potion or pill.

Oliver, of Gotham.

Will ſhew you a thing that hath.

lately been here, [riddle.

And tell you the name of this,

5. By Mr. john Cairns, of Old Bewick,

A ſhepherd's

make

god inverted ſoon will

6. By Mr

wº men when weary are inclin'd,

.. to take.

. G. H. Iſitt.

In ſpring, 'mid ſuns and ſhow'rs of Gents, if mywhole you would deſcrys.

Myopening firſt has birth; [rain,

My next means win, procure, ob

To profit, and fo forth. [tain,

7. By Mr.

Thething preſented,you muſt know

Has caus’d both joy, and gricſ, and
woe.

Cat off its head, and you will ſee

Part of yourſelf below the knee.

Come, exerciſe your wit: *

You'll find I have been open'd by

Both Addington and Pitt,

Ra. Dutton. "

The head of this cut off again.

(stenant of the wat'ry main.

tº priſtine ſtate if all be found,

Moſt of its work is turning round.

8. By Mr. B. Kemp. -

My ačtive firſt is uſeful made

To law, religion, arts, and trade;

My next 's a noble's ſeat;

9.

A monoſyllable with eaſe you'll
find,

Whoſe baleful influence oft waſtes

mankind ; -

Omittwo letters, odd tho' it appear,

Mywhole,whenſoldiersquitthefield,

Caº ſure relief and comfort yield,. .

A/welcome, a retreat. . *

By Mr. J. Wyrill.

You'll find two ſyllables left in the

rear, - - :

Which like the whole firſt, as was

fhewn before, [Stygian ſhore.

Have ſent their thºuſands to the:

- 10. Br

*
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10. By Mr. john Cairnt,

Theſe letters S, T, I, rightly com-Direét reverſe, yet ſtill it reads the
bind [vou'll find. ſame, ſthe name *

In ſenſe that's phyſical, a word|And has five letters; ſay, what is

"Quest loss critical and philoſºphical

ccxxxi. By Mr. 5 cairns, of old Bewick. -

who was Nathaniel in xx. 2. of St. John's Goſpel As he is notmentioned by the other Evangeliſts. w

- CCXXXII. By Mr. A. Glendenning. .

How is Iſaiah xii. 5. to be underſtood; “As a young man marrieth

a virgin, ſo ſhall thy ſons marry thee?”

ccxxxiii. By Mr.gº. Cairns.

is the word certy rightly tranſ ted in Leviticus xi. 5 and Deutero

nomy xiv. 7, where we read, “the coney cheweth the cud, but di

videth not the hoof;” which is contrary to the nature of theſe crea

tures, who do not chew the cud F. -

ccxxxiv. By Mi; A. Ghadenning.

How is Iſaiah xlii. 15 to be underflood: “I will make the rivers

iſlands 2" - - * . . -

CCXXXV. By Mr. B. Kemp.

'Why did our Saviour give a charge to tºoſe who were healed, to

keep his miracles a ſecret, ſeeing thrt by their promulgation the fa

cred truths of Chriſtianity were to be eſtabliſhed 2

CCXXXVI. By Sebaſtian B. of Bath.

what is the nature of that pleaſure which is derived from viewing

real or imaginary ſcenes of diſtreſs Or, why do people viſit Bedlam,

public executions, or tragic exhibitious at the theatre 2

CCXXXVII. By Mr. jobn Cairns.

Why does fire burn the fierceſt when the weather is coldeſt

CCXXXVIII. By Sebaſtian B.

}s there in the Engliſh language any word that rhimes with

month *

CCXXXIX. By Mr. Iſaac Gunty, of Nottingham.

I am informed that a ſmall lump of ſugar put it to cream will pre

vent its being converted into butter. Is there any truth in this? If ſo,

required the reaſon of it.

CCXL. By Rufficus, of Wrºngle. -

It is often ſaid, when a corpſe is carrying to be interred, if upon

any account they carry it over any perſon's lands where there was no

road before, where they carry it over ſhalf afterwards he deemed a

road, and uſed as ſuch without moleitation. Is there any truth in this

aſſertion And if ſo, what reaſon can be aſſigned for it?

ANsw Eks

--> *
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Answers to the Questions propoſed laſt year.

(t.) Quest. 827, anſwered by Lim Enus, Bruton, Somerſet.--

Right lines drawn from the ſame point, through the extremities and

points of divifion of a line, harmonically divided, are called harmo

nicals, and the nature of theſe lines is ſuch, that any right lines inter

fe&ting them will be harmonically divided; as is generally demon

ſtrated by Maclaurin, in his excellent treatiſe De Lin. Geom. Prop. Gen.

annexed to his Algebra, ſe&t. zo, et ſeq., ; where the reader may meet

with a complete inveſtigation of harmonical lines, and their application

to curves ef all orders. --

The ſame, by Mr. He NRY Walton, of Dumfries.
Let right lines Va, Vc, Vb, Va., be t

harmouicals meeting in the point V ;

if any right line parallel to one of

them, Va, meet the other right lines

in the points E, C, F, it will be bi

ſečted in C, or EC=EF; and if any

four harmonicals meet in any mannerA

a right line in the points A, C, B, D,

it will be harmonically divided in thoſe points. See Dr. Hamilton's

Conics, Lem. I, B. 5; from which the reſt of this is taken. Part I.

Through C draw a parallel to the line ad, on which the harmonicals

are formed; and, meeting them in the points A, C, B, D, it is evident

that this line is divided in the ſame ratio as the line ad, i.e. harmoni

cally in thoſe points; therefore AD : AC ::BD : CB, but, becauſe VD,

Ec, are parallel, VD : EC (; ; AD : AC, i.e. as BD: CB, i.e.) as VD

: CF (becauſe VD, CF, are parallel); therefore EC, CF, are equal.

Part. II. Now let any right line meet four harmonicals in A, C,

B, D, and if thoſe harmonicals be parallel, the thing is evident; but,

if they interſe&t in V, draw ECF parallel to VD, the line moſt remote

from C; then, by the firſt part, EC=CF, and AD : AC :: VD : Ec

or CF. Therefore AD : AC ::BD: CB. q. e. d.

And thus nearly is the anſwer given by Meſſrs. G. mpbell, Furnaſ,

Glendenning, Rowe, and hºright.

(2) Quest. 828, anſwered by Mr.John wright, jun. Norley.

Through the given point P draw the diam. AB ~Q

of the given circle ARB, and PR being to PQ in -.

the given ratio, let AB be produced to C and D,

till PA: PC and PB: PD, in the ſame given ratio;

join RA, RB, QC, Qp. Then, fince PA : Pc : C A. P. H.

PR: PQ-3 ; PB : PD, the lines RA, QC, and RB, > -

Qp, are parallel, conſeq. the angle Cop=ARB= a right angle,

and the point Q is in a ſemicircle, whoſe diameter is CD.

Meſſrs. Campbell, Furnaſ, Glendenning, Limenus, Rowe, and Pahan,

alſo gave like anſwers. -

(3.) Quest.829, anſwered by Mr. John Moor F, of Long-Claxton.

From the point of ſun-riſing at R and eaſting at O let O R

fall two perpendiculars RB aud OC to the equinoxial

CAB. Then, in the right-angled ſpherical triangle CTATB

ABR, as rad.: cotang. of latitude :: tang, of declina

e
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tion: fine of AB, or of ſun riſe before fix, and in the triangle ACO

as rad.: cotang. of latitude : : tang. of declination : the fine ºf AC,

time of eaſting after fix. From theſe two analogies it then anpears,

that the reëtangle under the fines of AB and AC is equal to the ſquare

of the tangent of declination which is given. Therefore, by prob. 30

of Simpſon's Algebra, we get AB-zoº 34, AC=11° 56', and the

latitude of the place is had = 52° 30' -

And nearly thus is the ingenious anſwer by Mr. A. Glendensing.

Anſwers to this are alſo given by Meſſrs. Campbell, Furnaſs, Hewitt,

Rowe, William Walker, and JWilliam Wijeman, of Co Ho. Hull.

(4) Quest. 830, anſwered by Mr. Wm. Simpsos, of Liverpool.

By the ſame reaſoning, as in anſwer to the 7th Queſt, laſt year,

the triangle EDF (in the figure there) has the baſe, oppoſite angle, 2nd

diff of the ſquares of the other two ſides given; whence it is eafily

conſtruded, and thence ACB.

Compoſition, by Mr. Wm. Walker, of Horsforth, near Leeds.

Conſ. With a radius = half the given perſ.

deſcribe a circle H F DE; from any point H

in the circumf. draw two equal chords HE,

HF, making with each other an angle = the

given vertical one; draw EF, watch biſea in

M, make the reëtangle under MG, and EF

may = half the given eiff, when DG is drawn A. ID B.

perp. to EF, draw the diam, DC, and from C, -

through F. and F, draw CA, CB, to meet AB drawn perp. to CD, and

ACB is the required triangle. 4.

Demonſºr. ACB is the given vertical angle, and CD the given perp.

by conſtr.; join DE, DF, and the angles DEC, DFC, being

ſemicircles, DE is perp. to AC, and DF to CB, alſ, the diff of the

ſquares of DE and DF = that of thoſe of EG and GF. (Geom. of

Simpſon, 9.2 = the reëangle under the ſum and diff of EG and FG,

= twice the rectangle under GM and EF, - the given magnitude, by

conſºr q.e. d. -

Like anſwers are alſo given by Meſſrs. A-drew, Cºmpbell, Furnaft,

Gendenning, Linenus, Moore, Parnell, Smith, Walton, and Wiſeman.

(5) Quest. 831, anſwered by Mr. A. GleNDENNINo.

The lines being drawn as dire&ed in the queſtion, £2% C

take CE=C B. Rv Simpſon’s Geom. Itſ 25 and 22,

the retan le under the perp and dism. of the cir-A

curvicrºbing circle - that under CO and CH, con

ſeq. as th– perſ. : CH :: CO: diam. of the circum

ſcribing circle. q e. d. . H

º

º

The ſame anſwered hy Mr. NATH AN PARNell of Nuneaton.

It is well known 'hºt ºne circle circumfºr bºg tºe ºriangle A C B

will paſs through G, th cºntre of the circle paſhng through A B;

and O the en re of the inſcribed circle. It is ilio well known that

the r <tangle ºr the perp. and diam of the circle, circon fºr tº'ng

the triangle A C B, - the reëtange under the fides A.C and C B, E

I -- AC
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AC.CE=OC. CH, by the preperty of the circle. Conſequently, as

, the perp : CH :: OC : the diam. of the circle paſſing through A, C,

and B; which was to be proved. -

Meffrs. Brown, Camphet', Furnaſs, Linenus, Simpſon, Smith, Walker,

JWalton, and %igh, alſo gave like anſwers. -

(6.) Quest. 832, anſwered by Mr. Co LIN CAMP B E LL.

42'ſ Let ACB be the required triangle, Q

demit the perp. CD, and in the leſs ſegment

BD take BF = half CD, then half CD.AB .

—CD.CD=(AB-4BF).BF=AE. BF (BE

being = 4BF,) = a maximum ; but the ratio

of ED: BF is given, conſeq. AE. ED = a l
maximum ; º: fince AD is given, AE A. E. DFB

=ED (Simpſon's Euclid, 5, 2.). Ergo ſolutum. - -

The ſame anſwered by Mr. Joh N WR16 ht, jun. of Norley.

Let the given ratio be that of m = n. Draw AD = the given ſeg

ment, and perp. thereto ere&t DQ: AD :: * : 2n—m. Biſect DQ in

C; and having produced AD to B till DB : DC: ; m: n, join BC and

AC; then is ACB the triangle required.

Demonſtr. Since DC : DB : : n : m (the given ratio) we ſhall have,

by diviſion, DC: 2DC–DB :: n : 2n—m :: DQ : AD by conſtr.; that

is, AD : 2DC–DB ::DQ : DC; hence, by diviſion and alternation,”

AD: DQ 3 : AB—2DC : QC : : AB. CD–2CD*: QC. DC, a given

ratio, becauſe that of AD; DQ =n : 2n—m, which is given; and

therefore, when AB. CD–2CD*, or its half = the diff, between the

ſq. of the perp. and area is a maximum, QC. DC is a max. which is

well known to be the caſe when DQ is biſcèted in C, as by conſºr.

... e. d. -

q Calculation. In the preſent caſe n=4, m-3, and AD=8. Hence

QP=6.4, DC=3.2, DBE 24, Ai}=16.4, and the area = half

AB.DC-16.64. - -

And Meſſrs. Furnaſs, Glendenning, Limenus, Simpſon, Smith, Walkir,

and Malian, gave like anſwers. -

(7.) Quest. 834, anſwered by Mr. W.M. SMITH, of Liverpool.

Analyſis. Suppoſe ACB the required triangle, C

• the centre of the inſcribed circle; join Ao,

which produce to L in the circumſcribing circle; 2^AL

jºin Bº, BL; then, fince the vertical angle 2:3 S
ACB is given, the angle AoE is alſo given, as A. B

is well known; therefore LoB is given, and olb . .

=ACB is given, and ol, the given prolongation

of the line drawn from the angle A at the baſe +

to the centre o of the inſcribed circle (not ſubſcribed, as printed b

miſtake); therefore the triangle LBo is given, and the conſtruction
obvious. - -- - - * - * ~ *

Meſſrs. Andrew, Campbell, Furnaſ, Glrdenning, Linenus, Parnell,

Simpſºn, halker, h’akon, and ºright, alſo gave ingenious anſwers. .

c 2 (8.) Qges r.
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(8.) Qur's r. 834, anſwered by Mr. John Andrew, of Carke

On the indefinite right line AEB erect EF =

the given perp. and produce it to H, ſo that the -

rečangle FE.E.H may be equal to the given reët.

of the ſegments of the baſe ; then take AE ſuch

that its ſquare may be a fourth proportional to

FH, EH, and the ſquare of half the given ſum of

the fides, and make EB=AE. Then let a circle

be deſcribed through the three points A, H, B, H

and draw CF parallel to AB; laſtly, join AC,

CB, and ACB is the required triangle.

Demonſtration. By Simpſon's Geom. 2, 3 Corol. HFG is the diameter

of the circumſcribing circle, and by parallel lines FE = the given

perpend. Alſo, by a theorem in the Gentleman's Diary for 1798,

p. 4o, HEEF= the given rectangle. Join AH, and draw. HD perp

to AC; then, by reaſon of the fimilar triangles HCD, AEH, it will

be HC2–HG.HF : AH2=HG.HE : ; DE2: AE2 ; therefore DC”

: AE* : : HF : HE, as by conſtruction; and DC is well known to be

half the ſum of the fides; q. e. d.

The ſame differently, by Mr. N. Par Nr. 11.

Analyſis. Imagine ACB to be the triangle inſcribed in a circle,

whoſe diam. is GH peºp. to the baſe AB, CP the given perp. CF perp

to GH, and I the point of contaët of the inſcribed circle. Then (by

Mr. Cunliffe's theorem in the Gent. Diary for 1798) AI.IB+=CP.E.H.

=EF.EH, a given reáangle; therefore EF and EH are both given.

It is alſo known that the ſquare of the ſum of the fides AC and CB =

four times the reëtangle E.G.HF; and finee HP-FE-HEH and AC

+CB are given, EC is conſequently given. Wherefore the method

of conſºr. is manifeſt.

Otherwiſe, by Mr. J. Wright, of Norley.

Analyſis. Let ACB be the required triangle, CP the given perp.

I the point of conta&t of the inſcribed circle with the baſe AB, AE=

EB, and let EC be drawn. . Then, it is well known that AC ſq +

CB ſq. = 2EC ſq. 4-2 AE ſq. = 2EC ſq. -- 2AI. IB + 2 EI ſq.-

2EC ſq.-H 2A).IB+ half AC ſq. -- half CB ſq. — AC.CB; hence

2EC ſq. = half AC ſq.-- half CB ſq.-H. A.C.CB–2AI.IB, or EC

ſq.= the ſquare of half the ſum of AC and CB— A1.1B= a given

magnitude per queſt.; conſequently, EC is given, and fince CP the

perp. is given, EP half the diff. of the ſegments AP and PB will be

given. And the queſt. is thus reduced to p. 27, lib. iii. D'Omerique,
Anal. Geom.

Coroll. Hence the ſquare of the line drawn from the vertical angle.

to the middle of the baſe of any plane triangle is equal to the difference

between the ſquare on half the ſum of the fides, and the reëtangle of

the ſegments of the baſe made at the point of conta&t of the inſcribed

circle. -

Other ingenious anſwers to this queſt, are given by Meſſrs. Camp

- ;"| Glendedning, Lintnut, Raw, Simpſºn, Smith, and hillian
º

(9) Qū sits

-
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(9.) Quest. 835, anſwered by Mr. ADAM GlenpenNING.

By the circle SD ſq. = SC ſq. — CD ſq.

=SA.SR—SD.DF.

Hence SDſq.--SD.DF=SA.SB; there

fore SB : SF : : SD : S.A.

Or, by diviſion, AF: SF :: AD : S.A.

Or, by converſion and divifion, SA: AF

:: SA-AD : AD.

Or, by compoſition, alternation, and di- * , -

viſion, AF : SA:: DF: AD. Or, by doubling the antecedents, AB :

SA:: 2DF : AD :: per comics AD : AG.

But it has been ſhewn that AF: SA :: AD: SA—AD; therefore,

by equality, AF : AB : ; AG: SA—AD. But AB = 2 AF; there

fore SA—AD=2AG, or SA—AG (=SG)=AG +AD (= GD);

but, by hypotheſis, GE=EQ_; therefore GB=DP=SG; whence SD

=2DP, and conſequently SC=2CR ; which was to be demonſtrated.

Whence it appears that the property is not confined to the Parameter,

but general for any ordinate. - -

Cor. 1. Becauſe AF: SF :: AD : SA, by alter. and conv. AF : DF

:: SF: AF, or AF ſq. = SF.DF.

Cor. 2. Since AB : SA ; ; AD: AG, or, by compoſition, SB : SA

:: DG=SA; AG, SB.AG= the ſquare on SA. -

Otherwiſe. By Mr. W. Simpson, of Liverpool.

At the focus F erect the radius of the circle FW perp. to AB,

cutting the parabola in V, its tangent in T, and an ordinate at E in

the abſciſſa VF, draw ED and RP perp. to AB, and WO parallel to

AB, then draw FO. And the angle FVO being right (Emerſon's

Conics, prob. 12), 4OV ſq. =4PF ſq. = 4 × rect. of the abſciſſa and

ſemiordin. of the parabola, correſponding to a ſemiordinate = PF or

OV, = FD ſq.--FD.2 DG, and (by ibidem, probl. 2) 2FV=FW=

FC, and conſequently FC ſq. =4FV2=FD*-i-FD.2DG=FD. FS=

FD. (FD–DS) by the property ºf the circle, and taking away DF2

from each of theſe equal qualities, there remains FD.2DG=FD

.DS, and of courſe DS=2DG, but by ſuppoſition GE=EQ_, whence

GD=DP, or 2DP=DS, and by parallel lines DP : DS: ; RC: Cs,

or, 2DP (DS): DS :: 2RC : CS; therefore 2 RC=CS.

The ſame anſwered by Mr. HENRY Walton, of Dumfries.

* Since sc- 2RC, therefore SD= 2DP; and, fince QG=2EG,

GP=2DP=2DG=2GS, or GS=LP, but SD ſq +CDſq.--SCſq.-

SFſº-cFſq., 4GDſq.--CFſq—FDſq.:(GF--GD)ſq.—CFſq., 4GD

ſq-ÉcFſq.(–FG–GD)'q., 4GDſq.--CFſq.—GFſq +2FG.GD–GD

ſq.-FGſq.--zFG.GD+3 Dſq –CFſq., and, by diviſion, GDſq.-

FGſq-CFſ-(FG+CF). (FG-CF)=AG.GB, which is a known

property of the parabola. - - -

compoſition. Becauſe, by the parabola, GDſq=AG.GB-FGſq.

—cfſq. their doubles are equal; therefore four times GDſq.--CFſq.

—(FG-DGD)ſq.=(PG-HGD) ſq.-CFſq. 4GDſq.--CFſq.--FDſq.

=SDſq.--CDſq.-Scq.--SFſ-CFſq. ...But GS=DP; and, fince

GQ==GE=2EQ, GP=2DP=2GS, SD=2DG= 2GS = 2DP,

therefore SC=1 RC, q, c, d.
C 3 Cor,
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cor. If Gm be a tang...to the circle at n, then AG.GB being =

Gºnſº., Gms-GD. The prop. need not have been reſtricted to the

parameter.

Other anſwers alſo are given by Meſſrs. Campbell, Furnaſs, Smith,

Walker, and Wright.

(10.) Qgest. 836, anſwered by the Rev. J. Fur Nass.

Let ABC be the triangle, AD, BE, and CF,

the three perps. interſecting in O, DEF the

triangle made by joining the ends of theſe perps.

Then it is well known that a circle deſcribed

about the diam. AO will paſs through P and

E, and likewiſe another deſcribed about the

diam. OC will paſs through D and E ; there

fore, ſince the triangles are right-angled, and

have AOF=DOC common, the angle FAO A

=DCO, and FEO=DEO, and in like man

ner EFO-DFO, and FDO=EDO. Wherefore, ſince the angles at

A, B, and C, of the trangle FED are biſe&ed by the three perps. it is

manifeſt that their interſe&tion O is the centre of a circle inſcribed in

the triangle FED. q. e. d. That is, becauſe the angle FAO=DCO,

and (by Euclid, 27, 3.) FEO(=FAO=FCD=)DEO, EO biſeas FED,

and in like manner we may prove that EFO=DFO, &c. as before. *

And thus nearly are the anſwers by Meſſrs. Andrew, Campbell,

Glendenning, Limenus, Parnell, Simpſon, Smith, Malker, Malton, and

JWright.

(11.) Quest. 837, anſwered by Mr. John Andrew, of Cºrk.

Conſtruction. Take ES = the given radius, and

draw AB perp. thereto, produce SE to L, ſo that

the reaang. ES EL = the diff of the ſquares of half

the given fum of the fides, and the given line biſe&-

ing the baſe; ºiſe& si, in H, and produce HE to F,

ſo that HE.EF=SE.E.L.; then draw FC parallel to

AB, and from E apply EC = the given biſe&ing

line; join HC, and draw CG perp. to HC, inter

ſeafºg HF produced in G. Then let a circle be de

ſcribed about the triangle GCH, cutting AB in A

and B; join AC, CB, and ACB is the required

triangle. -

Dºm nſtration. With the radius AH deſcribe the circle ART; draw

SO, OT, parallel to AB and SL; alſo draw HD Perp. to AC; then,

•becauſe GCH is a right at gº, GH is the diameter of the circle

AGBH, and by reaſon of the firmilar triangles AEH, HCD, it will be

AEſq. : CDºg. : : AHſq.-H.G.HE: HCiq.—HG.HF : : HE : HF : :

HE.EG : HF.EG, but AEſq.-HE EG; therefore CDſq=HF.EG=

HE+EF) (EF-i-FG)=HE EF-i-FFig.--HE. FG-H.F.F.G. And

Cſq ==EFſq.--FCſq=EFſq.--HE.: G+EF FG ; therefore, taking

the later of theſe from the former, there remains DCrg–ECſq.-

HE.EF=SE.EL= (by parallel lines, OP. PT-E (by the theorem in the

Gentieman's Diary, 1798,) to AP.PB 3 and HA is well known to be

the radius of the locus of the centre O. Lik, wite op = the given

radius, by parallel lines and conſtruction; and CD is well known to

be haif the ſum of the fides, q. e. d. - -

t
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From what has been done above is deduced the following

theorem. The difference of the ſquares of half the ſum of the fides of

any plane triangle, and the line biſecting the baſe, is equal to the rec

tangle of the ſegments of the baſe made at the point of contaét of the
inſcribed circle. -

The ſame differently, by Lim Enus, of Bruton, Somerſet.

Conſºr. Take any where a right line A=the given ſum of the fides,

B= the line biſecting the baſe, and C = the radius of the inſcribed

circle, alſo the baſe AB ſuch that AB: A : : #A2–B2—cº : #A*–

B?--C*, and the perpend. a fourth proportional to the baſe, perimeter,

asd radius, of the inſcribed circle. From E, the middle of the baſe

AB, apply EC=B to a line drawn parallel to the baſe at the diſtance

of the perpendicular, and ACB will be the required triangle.

Demonſºr. Let p and a be the points of conta&t of the inſcribed circle

with AC and AB, and it follows from the conſtr. that the perimeter

; AC+CB—AB=2Ca : : #A*–CE* : C*; whence # perim. × ca.

(#A*–CE*) = C2 x ſq. of half the perimeter, – ſq. of the area,

= half perimeter × Ca.A.P.BP, wherefore A*=4CE2+4APBP

AC*x 2+2CB2—AB"-HAB"-(AC–CB)*=(AC+CB)*, and A

+CB = the given ſum of the ſides.

Otherwiſe, by Mr. John Wr Icht, jun. of Norley.

Take EH ſuch that zEH x-rad. of the inſcribed circle may be equal

to the ſquare on half the ſum of the fides, minus the ſum of the ſquares

on the other two data; produce HE to F till HE.FE= the difference

between the ſquares on half the ſum of the fides and on the line bi

ſetting the baſe; draw FC perp. to EF, to which from E apply EC,

= the ſaid biſe&ting line. Then through the points H and C deſcribe

a circle having its centre in HF, and cutting AB drawn perp. to EF in

E, in the points A and B, and draw the triangle ACB, which is that

required. - -

Demonſºr. Draw the radius of the inſcribed circle OP perp. to AB,

and produce it to meet a circle whoſe centre is H, and radius HA. in

T; then, by Eucl. 35, 3, AP. PB=OP. PT=OP (2EH+OP)=OP

ſq. 4-2OP.H.E; but, by coroll. to my anſwer to Queſt. 8, AP. PB

muſt be equal (half AC + half CB)?—EC*; therefoe OP2-H2OP.

HE is equal to (half AC + half CB)?–EC*, and conſeq. 20P.H.E.

= (half AC + half CB)*—EC*—OP*. Again, by Mr. Cunliff's

theorem, H.E. FE=AP. PB = (half Ac + half CB)?—EC*, as by

conſtruction. q: e. d. -

Ingenious ſolutions to this are alſo given by Meſſrs. Campbell, Glen

dinning, Lowry, Simpſºn, Smith, and Hºn. Walker. The Rev. Mr. Fur

aſ and Mr. Rºwe alſo gave anſwers.

(12) Qgest. 838, anſwered by LiMinus, of Bruton. .

From any point E draw EC, DEN, C. - tiº

touching the circle in C and N, and EG

meeting it in G and l ; join CN meeting 26

EI and EB drawn thrºn the centre ingºt

the points F and D, and becauſe towgents .

at c and N meet GI in E (Maclastin de -

C 4. - * - Ilin.
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— " I

–FG-Fi

vided in G and F. Draw 1H perp. to EB, and join GH, which let

meet CD in S, and ſince DC is cut by the three hafmonicals HF,

HG, and HE in the points F, S, and D, and is parallel to the fourth

HI; therefore (ibidem, ſcă. 21, in the Appendix to Maclaurin's Al

gebra,) FS=SD.

Coroll. Let EG be any right line drawn from E any point without

the curve of an ellipſis GCIN conceived drawn, meeting the curve in

G and I, and C and N the points of contaét of two tangents drawn

from E to the curve; join CN, and let, EG cut CN in F ; draw IH

parallel to CN, and through any point D, taken ad libitum in CN or

CN produced, draw ED, which produce till it meets IH in H, then

GH being joined will biſe&t FD in S. And this is a property per

vading all the conic ſečtions.

Lin. ſe&t. 23.)# , and EI is therefore harmonically di

The ſame anſwered by Mr. Colis CAMPbell, the propoſer.

Biſe&t AB in o, make om perp. to IG, join oC, HG, and draw FL,

KL, parallel to GH, HI meeting EA, EI, produced in L. K reſpectively.

Then of : Em :: EF: ED, conſeq. Em. EF=oe. ED=EC ſq =GE.

Eſ; therefore FE : G.E. : : EI : mE ; and, dividendo & permutands,

FG : Im :: GE : Em, or FG : I.G :: GE : 2 Em, and, ivertendo & di

widendo, IF : FG :: IE : GE, and, permutando, 1F : EI : : FG : G.E. : :

LH: HE :: KI: IE ; hence IF=IK, conſeq. LH-HD, and there

fore FS=SD. q. e. d. -

And thus nearly is the anſwer given by Meſſrs. Glendenning, Simpſon,

Smith, Walker, Walton, and Wright.

(13.) Quest. 839, anſwered by Mr. J. Lowry, the propoſer.

Let AB be the given baſe, which divide at D,

ſo that AD : DB :: n: m ; draw DQ perp. to AB,

and take D8 ; 2 DQ_i : a b; biſe&t DQ at O, and

take OC ſuch, that its ſquare may be cqual to the

exceſs of the ſquare on OD above the rectangle

ADB, with centre O and rarius OC deſcribe a

circle, and from A, if m be greater than n, but

from B, if m be leſs than n, draw the tangent AC

or BC, then is ACB the triangle required.

For, draw CP the perp. and CG parallel to AB, A D P B

and join DC, and let the ſquare on BS be taken = the ſpace : the

ſquare on BC, has the ſame given ratio that m has to n. Then, by

conſtruction, the ſquare on OD minus the reëtangle ADB =the ſquare

on OC= the ſum of the ſquares on OG and GC, or OD2=ADB+

OG” +CG”; take away OG” common, hen the restancle QGD=

ADB-HCG2, add DG2 to both, then QQG= ADP+DG2+CG2=

ADB+DC*. But, by the lemma, p. 174 of Simpſon's Select Exer

ciſes, it is evident that AC*-ī-BS2 : A DB--DC2 : ; m-En: m :: AB

: DB ; therefore AC2 +BS2 : QDG : : A 8: 89, but QDG : the tri

angle ACB ; 2 DQ_: BCD; therefore A24-B32 : triangle ACB : :

2D9 : BD, the given ratio by conſtr., and BC being a tangent to the

circle at C, the angle at B muſt be a maximum.

And to the ſame effect are the anſwers by Meſſrs. Campbell, Glen

*ning, Limonus, Smith, and Wright.
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(14.) Quest. 840, anſwered by Mr. Colin CaM P B A Ll.

Aanlyſis. The given conic ſe&tionbeing #. parabola DIK, ſuppoſe DK Aº B M

drawn through the focus C, as required. 1.

Draw DE, KM, perp. and CR, KN, N TSlK

parallel to the direétrix AB. ... RHA -

Then, 1. For the reëtangle DC (DE L-mTC

: DR : : CK (NE) : RN, and conver- D

tendo DE : RE:: NE : NE–RN, or

DE.E.N. : RE.E.N. : : NE : NE–RN ; but DE.EN and RE are given

by hypotheſis; therefore, if DE.EN=R.E.S., a given line, S ; EN : :

EN : NE–RN, conſeq. S. (N.B—RN) = the ſq. on EN, or N.E.

(2S—NE =S.RE; there NE=CK is given. -

2. For the ſum. DK; DN (DK—, NE) : : DC (DE—DK—NE)

: DR (DK—NE-RE), and convertendo DK : 2NE :: DK—NE :

ER; therefore 2 N.E.(DK—NE)=DK.ER, conſeq. NE is given.

3. For the difference. DK(DN+2NE): DN : ; DC(DN+NE):

DR(DN+NE—RE), and (dividendo) 2. EN: DN : : RE: DN+EN

—RE; therefore NE.(NE+DN—RE)= half DN.R.E; conſeq. NE

is given. -

In the ellipſis and hyperbola, DC.CK=DK, the fourth part of the

latus-rečtum. Frnerſon's Conics, 68, 1, and cor. 3 to 65, 2; and

therefore each of the ſegments DC and CK are evidently given in all

the caſes. -Ergo ſolutum.

The ſame anſwered by Mr. W. Simpson, Liverpool.

Suppoſe DLIK to be a ſegment of a given ellipſis, whoſe focus is C,

-parameter 2LC, and DCK the required line. Then it is well known

that 2 LC is the larus-rečtum, and that 2CL.DK=4DC.CK; and

when DK=DC+CK is given, the rećtangle of DC and CK is given;

hence the ſum and reëtangle of two lines are given, to find them.

. But if, inſtead of the ſum, the difference DC-CK be given, and

let DK be biſečted in m, then Dmſq.—mCſq.-2LC.Dm, or Dmſg.—

2LC.Dm-mCſq.; which being given, Dm is found by determinate

ſe&tion, ſo that the ſum and diff of two lines are given to find thea.

And this equally applies to all the comic ſe&tions.

Meſſrs. Glendenning, Smith, and Wright, gave like anſwers.

(15.) Qges T. 841, by The PRoposer.

Cºnſtrusion. Biſe&t the given hypo

thenuſe AC in O, and perp. to it in O -

draw OM to cut the leg BC in M ; A -

draw AM, and the thing is done. |S$ -

Demonſtration. For between M and c Y. -

draw Ad, which continue to e upon the \ºy C

circle, deſcribed on the diameter AC.

Then, fince YM=MC=AM, the angle

MYA=MAY, conſeq. dA Y is greater

than d'YA; and therefore Yd is greater -

... than Ad; but Yd: Ad: : de : do, and the reëtangle Ad, de, greater

than the reëtangle Ad. dC. But Ad, de=BadC is leſs thanYaº.
-" - and,
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and, by Euclid, 2, 5, the reëangle under the two unequal parts of the

line YC is leſs than that under equal ones Y.M and MC, but Yá is

greater than Ad, becauſe a circle deſcribed on the centre d, with radius

dY, will paſs bevond A ; therefore the reëangle Yaac is greater than

AdoC, but Y d.dc is leſs than YM. MC; conſequently Y.M.MC

being greater than Yd.dc muſt much mere be greater than Ad.dc.

Again, when D falls between M and Y, fince BA is given, the

greater BD is taken, the greater muſt AD be; therefore the greater

BB.D.C is taken, the greater muſt AD.D.C be ; but, Euclid, 2, 5, BD.

DC is greater when D coincides with M than when it falls in any

point between 8 and M ; conſequently AD.D.C., when D coincides

with M, is a maximurn. q. e. d.

The ſame anſwered by Mr. Colin CAMP sell.

Analºft. Let ACB be any right-angled p
plane triangle, and the line AD drawn as

required, making the reëtangle AD.DB a

maximum. Draw PE erº. to AB at A,

make AO = BO, and through O draw EH

parallel to AD, produce BC to meet AP in

P, frºm which perp. to EH draw PG, cut- +

ting AD in I, and draw OK pera; [el and

= 1G ; then jºin BC and DO... By ſimilar E

triangles AD : D0 :: AO : OK, and BD -

: DO : : A B : A C ; therefore AD.OK=DO.AO, and the reë. BD.

AC=DO.A.B. H-nce the reët AD.OK = half AC.BD, and AD2.

OK= half AU.BD AD; but AC is given; therefore, when BD.AD

is a maximum, AD*.OK is alſo a maximum. But, in the triangle

EPH, AD*.KO is a maximum; and, by the ſame reaſoning as at the

orem 19 h of S meſon on the Maxima, &c. of Geomerical Quantities,

at page 269 of his Geometry, this will be when PD=2DB. Confe

quently PD=AD=DB, when AD.DB is a maximum. Ergo ſolutum.

Otherwiſe, by Mr. Tho. White, of Dumfries.

Geometrical Analyſis. Let abc be the given c.

triangle, and x the required point, and w ano

ther point ultimately coinciding with x. Draw 2.

cx and ew, and mºke y=ew. Nºw, becauſe a 8,
the reëtangle cz × b is a ſnºx mum, we have zv oc

cw.wh, that is, (ex–yx) (bx+xw) ultimately

equal to cx x8; and therefore we have crºw ultimately – yx.bw;

hence, ultimately, ex: bºw : : ax: cz :: yx : xw, that is, w and x co

incide, rz : by : ; cz : ax, that is, ºx-ax=cxſq.-acſq.--axſq. Or, br.

ax—ax*=ac", (ab–2ax)ax=2..”. Ergo ſolutum. The prob, is re

duced to the 5th of Simpſon’s Exerciſes.

Coroll. Drop the perp X2: ; then, when cz.xb is a max. ſo is car.xxi.;

for be : ca : : by : xz : . cx tº : tw.xx;

Meſſis. Furnaſ, Glendenning, Limenus, Rowe, Smith, and ºright,

gave alſo other various anſwers.

(16.) Quest.
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º (ró) Quest. 842, anſwered by Mr. Col. 1 N Camp B E L 1.

Analyſis: Imagine the thing done, and G

ACB the required triangle, about which cir- -

tumfci.be a circle whoſe centre is S. Draw GL

a taugent to it at C, alſo let GK be drºwn to

touch in A a ſemicircle, whoſe centre is O, and

diameter AB; through O draw KL parallel to

Ac, and EO, GI, perp. to AC in E and M,

and CD perp. to AB. If D=*SC =the diam.

of the circle ACB, then AC*.C8 = a maxi

mum by hypotheſis, = D.CD.AC, but, by fini

lar triangles, AC : CD :: AO: OE ; therefore AC.OF=CD.AO,

whence AC CD.AO=AC2.OE a maximum, becauſe AO = half AB

is given. But if, in the triangle GKL when ſuppoſed eiven, it be

required to draw AC parallel to the baſe KL, and ſuch, that the ſolid

AC”.EO may be a maximum; then, by page 209 of Simpſon's Geo

metry, GC=2CL, and this ſolid AC”.EO being greater than at any

other point in the targent muſt needs be greater that at any other

point in the circle. It follows that the reëtangle AC CB, and confeq.

AC.A.C.CB is a maximum, when GA=2 A. K. Demit SN perp. to

GA, which cuts the arc ACB in V, and join GS, CS. Then, becauſe

the ſum of the ſquares on SN and NG is equal to the fguare on SG,

= the ſum of the ſquares on SG and GS, therefore Scº–SN2=NG3

— GS2=GV2+2GVN-HVN2+AGV=2Gvº-H2GVA-HNV*, or

scº–SN2—V N2=2GV(GV--VA), wherefore, fince SC, SN=AO,

and VA, are given, GV is given. Ergo ſolutum.

The Compoſition, by Mr. W.M. Smith.

Cºnſºr. On the given K.

baſe AB deſcribe the given “

ſegment of a eirele, whoſe

tentre let be O, join AO,

and from A draw the tan

gent KA, biſe& AB in M,

then from M draw MT ſo

as to be equal to three

times AT, parallel to MT

draw the tangent KCL

teuthing the circle in C,

jeſh AC, CB, ſo ſhalſ ACB be the triangle required.

. Demonſºr. Demit the perp. CD, which produce to F in the tangent

KA, draw ON parallel to AB, and OI parallel to KF, meeting CF

in I, and let GM meet k; in G. Then it is eaſily ſeen the AC4

=AM*-HMC'-H 2AM.MD-= AM-4-2AM.MD + MQ-4-Ocº-H

2MO.O.Q=2AO”---AM,MD-1–2MO.O.Q. s. but, ſince OI is pºallel

to AK, of perpend. to AO, the triangles AOM, ON I. are fimilar ;

therefore 2MA. MD=20M, NI, and 2AQ”-2MO.OG=2 MO. IF;

therefore AC", or 2 AO-4-2 AM.MD-H2MO.O.Qe2OM.FC; ":
- orc

/
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fore 20M being given, AC3 CDs will be a maximum when FC DC2

is ſo; that is, drawing CR parallel to AB, becauſe the ratio of CR :

CF :: OM : AM is given, conſequently, when AC".CD2 will be a

maximum, when RC CD- is ſo; which, by what has been proved by

Mr. Simpſon in his Geometry, is when the tangent KL is ſo divided

in C that 2CK=CL. But, by conſtr. MT=3TA, and, by parallel

lines, KL–3KA, or LC=2CK ; therefore AC.CD is a max. or

AC.CD ciam, o' the given circle, or its equal AC".CB is a maximum,

and conſeq. ACB the triangle required.

Mr. Wright, the propoſer, determines 2DB=AD, and other an

fwers are given by Meſſrs. Furnaſ, Glendenning, Limenus, Rowe, Wal

Åer, and White. *

(17) Qgest.843, anſwered by the late Mr. John Todd, the Propoſer.

Let LTI be a quadrant of the earth's L 3

diſk as ſeen from the flar's place at T, at

the diflance of the Moon, LT the axis of

the ecliptic, PT that of the earth, P the z

North pole, Tu the difference of latitude

of the Moon and ſtar when in conjunc

tion, and ak the path of the moon's centre.

The ſtar paſſing the meridian at O at

roh. 47'14" P.M. the. cr mid

night meridian Prm will make therewith

the angle TPm 18° 1'1'. Make PnT a T

right angle, and draw Tb perp. and nb

parallel to Tm. Then it is evident the point m, where the meridian

Pnm interſeas the Moon's path, will be the place required. Having

in the tight-angled ſpheric triangle TPm, TP= 73°53', the ſtar's

co-declination, and TPm 18°11', the time in degrees paſt the fiderial

noon, we obtain Pm 73° 9', PTm 84° 47', and bTP 5°-13'. And

Tu, and the angles Tuo, uTo, and 2: To being given, we have us 157,

Tz; 11 19, b2: 1401, and bmz.5°24', the ratio of its fine to its coſine

put = m, Tb-a, Tm-b, tz–d, and bn=x ; then will b2:=mz,

and bb=d—my; then, per conics, a”x*=b°.(d—mz).(2a–4+m2),

which, ſolved, gives x=839, whence 2n=842, and un-999, which

the Moon will deſcribe in 27'7", which, added to the time of con

junétion, gives Ioh. 43m.7", the time at London when the ſtar will

be centrally eclipſed at n at 12 ho, P.M. the fiderial meridian, PT

being then I deg 2 min. to the Weſt of London, and the place at n

(per queſt.) being 18°11' to the Eaſt of the ſaid meridian; its longi

tude from Lºndon will therefore be 17° 9’ Eaſt. But Tb 2298 (to

rad. of diſk) is the fine of the arc nm 39° 24′, which taken from Pm

gives Pn 33° 45', the co-latitude of the required place.

Beginning of this occultation at London Dec. 16, 9 h. 41 m. Middle

1oh. 17 m. End ioh. 53 m. Neareſt approach of Moon's centre to

the flar 1' 3.2° North.
The
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The track of central occultation commencing in Virginia will paſs

ever the Weſtern Ocean, and the ſouthern parts of Great Britain and

Ireland; thence over the German Occan, Denmark, Sweden, and Ruſſia,

and terminate in the eaſtern part of Great Tartary.

Scholium. The greateſt limit or difference of latitude of the moon

and any fixed ſtar (at the time of conjunétion), wherein an occultation

can happen, being found = 1° 18'18", i. e. the ſum of the moon's

horizontal parallax, and her apparent ſemi-diameter, both when

greateſt, her leaſt South latitude perraining thereto, with reſpect to

the ſtar Aldebaran, will be 4° 11' 37", and the greateſt inclination of

her orbit to the ecliptic, being 5° 17', her leaſt diſtance from the node

will be 52° 33'. Therefore, when the moon is in conjunétion with

this ſtar, if her argument of latitude be more than 7 S, 22° 33', and

leſs than 10 S. 7° 27', an occuliation muſt happen; and as ſhe comes

within this limit about April 18 to, and goes out about March 1814,

an occultation muſt of courſe happen to ſome part of the earth at

every conjunétion during this period: but, as ſhe cannot again be

within this limit (at the time of conjunétion) in leſs than about rs

years, no occultation of this ſtar can happen during this period. It

muſt therefore follow that this ſtar cannot be eclipſed by the moon

before the ſpring of 1810. And it is further evident that no fixed

flar can be eclipſed by the moon whoſe latitude is greater than the

ſum of her greateſt latitude, and the above limit; that is to ſay, 5°

17' 20" + 1° 18' 18" = 6° 35' 38".

I cannot but lament the death of Mr. Tºdd, the ingenious propoſer

of this queſtion, with whom I had been perſonally acquainted upwards

of forty years. See the Gentleman's Diary for 1759, page the ſecond.

The PR1ze Qg estion, anſwered by Eu Men Es.

Let ad repreſent the horizonta!, td the

vertical plane, and ac the metal rod, whoſe

centre of gravity is at g, the middle point

of it; biſe&t ab in m, and let w = the

weight of the rod. Let o be the firſt poſi

tion of g, and drop oi, ge, perp. to ad. Then

if the part be be equal to ab, the centre of

gravity g muſt coincide with b, and conſe

quently the whole may be ſupported in any

Pofition by the plane or right line ba paſſing through its centre of gra

vity at b, be taking away the whole tendency to motion in ab. But,
if bc be leſs than ab, it cannot deſtroy its whole tendency to motion,

but can only do ſo in part. And it appears to me that the part of the

weight which has a tendency to motion muſt then be found thus, as

ae : w . . ae-zbe-ab–ºr=zbg : the weight which has ſuch tendency
- ºv. ab—bc=w. #. Hence, by mechanics, as ab : bā :: the

ac arc - -

h -

weight laſt found :# .*.*::= the weight that ačts in the direétion

d ac

ba, which being reſolved into the direétion da in the ſenſe from d

towards a, gives#w =the whole force or initial tendency
at “...ar

which the roi has to ideas required.
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Now, let ga–a, ge=y, and at the beginning of the curve oi=b ;

then Ma”—y?=ae, ie-gy=x, oy–8–y, by fimilar triangles, as

ey : ge: ; sy: ae, or b–y : y : : x : V(a”—y”) ; hence xy=(5–y).

A/(a”—y”) is the equation of the curve, or x=-A/(aº-y”)=
b—y a2-y? = (; J. ( a? y y? )=

- - y V.E., T V.E.)y Wºº-yº T

ba? by a2. 1 y? - bax 2a

370.2–73).TV23–7)TVCF)" Vaſ–53)Tywº-,+)
by 2—, 2\ - ba 2.4%

-- - —y”), and xy = - . —-—

:= — we'-º', 2 yMa”—y”)

zº –5 vº-yº, which are all well known forms, giving
a-—y

ba a—M(a”—v2)

*y-by/(a”—y”)+W(*-*)–: hyperb. log. of a-FV.F2)

2—Jº.

- 24-vº-'º,+ A=the area gei og required. Where A=the
a—V(a”–0°) - -

circular area or correół fluent of y A/(a”—y”).

A very ingenious ſolution to this queſtion is alſo given by Mr. T.

White, of Dumfries, which gives him the Prize of ten Diaries withºut

a competitor.

The ſecond Prize of eight Diaries is given to Mr. Colin Campbell, of

Liverpool.

The third Prize of nine Diaries belongs to Mr. j. Wyrill, of Wiſ

tow, near Selby, in Yorkſhire.

And the fourth Prize of nine Diaries to Mr. Jobn Cairns, of Old

Bewick.

• They muſt ſend to Mr. G. Greenhill, at Stationers'-Hall, for them.

New Mathematical QU Est 1ons, to be anſwered in next Year's Diary.

(1) Quest. 845, by Mr. Al Ex. Rowe, of Reginnis, near Penzance.

It is required to find the dimenſions and ſolidity of the greateſt Pa

rallelopipedon that can be cut out of the ſolid globe whoſe diameter is

thirty inches? -

(2) Quest. 846, by Mr. Joser H. You Lº, of Warſop,

Nottinghamſhire.

Kind analyſts, fit down, I pray, But ſolve it by a ſquare equation;

And try your ſkill in algebra. it will be beſt on this cecafion.

To ſalve what l’ve inſerted here |The ſum of ſquares of numbers three

I hope you will not fail next year. Exačtly will five thouſaud be:
Yetworkman-like l’d have it done, One hundred is their total ſum.

Not into high dimenſions run; IWhat follows is a maximum *.

* x3+)3–2.3 = a maximum; where w, y, and z, repreſent the
three numbers.

- -

N.B. This queſ. was ſent up in the copy laſt year, but omitted by

e printer for want of room. -

- (2 Y Otr r s r.
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(3) Ques T. 847, by Mr. J. BARR, of St. John's Lane, London.

In a fiv--fided polyg n a b c d e are given abſq. -- bc +ſq.-Hāeſq.—-

ea ſq = 3 ſq ; ab ſg. + be q + ca ſq.-H. ae ſq. — de ſq. = 8 ſq.; ab ſq.

+ be ſq.-H. ae ſq.-H. de ſq. - ca ſq. = t fa. ; ae ſ.l.-H. de ſq.-H. cd ſq.-

ab ſg. — ci, 3. =2 ſq.; and ae ſq.-H. de ſq.-H be ſq. – caſa. –ab ſq.-

9 ſq.; together with the ratios of ad : ac, and ad: ab, to determine

the polygon. -

(4) Quest. 848, by Mr. W.M. Smith.

When AC is a chord to the ſemicircle whoſe diam. is AB, DC

perp. thereto, is prolonged to P till DPE=AC, what curve is the locus

ef the point PP

(5) Quest. 849, by Mr...ALEx ANDER Row E.

To conflrućt the plane triangle, when the ſolid under the baſe and

fgsare of the perpend. is a maximum. ; when a line of a given length,

drawn from the vertical angle, divides the triangle into two parts in

the ratio of 5 to 4?

(6) Qu Est. 850, by Mr. John Moor e, of Long Claxton.

On what day in the Spring quarter, in latitude fifty-three degrees

North, is the ſun's rifing amplitude one third part of his altitude at

ten?

(7) Qu'est. 851, by Mr. A. GL EN DENNING.

Given the baſe, the reëtangle of the fides, and one of the angles at

the baſe, to conſtrušt the triangle F -

(8) Qgest. 852, by Mr. NAT han Parnel, of Nuneaton.

If AD be a tangent to a civcle, AC a chord thereof, and from C a

right line CD be drawn, cutting the periphery in B, and PE parallei

to AD, meeting AC in E, the chord BC will be to AD :: CE : AB.

Required the demonſtration ? -

(9) Qg Est. 853, by Mr. JAMEs Cux1 if f E.

If AC and CD be the principal ſemi-axes of an ellipſis, to which a

tangent is drawn to ſome point r in the periphery, cutting CA and CD

produced in T and t, then rv being let fall perm. to AC in v, and DE

drawn parallel to the tangeut Ti, and cutting CT in E ; then will CE

be a mean proportional to Tv and TC. Required the demonfiration?

(ro) Quest. 854, by Mr. A. G.I. END ENNIN c. . .

If GFH, the diameter of a circle, be perp. to and biſe&t the haſ

AR ºf its inſcribed triangle ACB in E, and CF parallel to BA meet

GH in F, then is half the ſum of the ſides of the triangle a mean

proportional between HE and FG. Required the demonſtration ?

(11) Ques T. 855, by Mr. John ANDREw.

Given the rećtangle of the ſegments of the baſe made at the point

of contaèt of the inſcribed circle, minus the recta gle of thoſe made by

the perpendicular: the lengh of the line drºwn to biſe&t the verticºl

angle, and terminate at the baſe, and its prolong-tion tiliit meets the

circumſcribing circle ; to conſtruct the plane triangle : -

, (12) Ques 7.

*
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(12) Quest. 856, by Mr. Jas. Cunliff E.

Required, by means of a circular arc, the ſum of the infinite ſeries

n+m 4n+m i 9n-Hm is, 16n-Hm + &c. *

(n—m)* (4-m)?" (97-m), (16n—m)?

(13) Qgest. 857, by Mr. John Johnson, of Birmingham.

Given the reëtangle of the difference of the ſegments of the baſe,

made by the line biſe&ting the vertical angle, and the ſegment inter

cepted between the perp. and point of conta& of the inſcribed circle,

the ratio of that ſegment to the difference of the ſegments of the baſe

made by the perp.; and the difference of the angle at the baſe. To

conſtrućt the plane triangle

(14) Quest. 858, by Mr. W. Walker, of Horsforth.

–Given—the-differenee-of-the-fides; the radius of the circle paſſing

, through the ends of the baſe, and the centre of the inſcribed circle,

of-the-baſe-and-radius of the circle, touching the

baſe and two fides produced; to conſtruč, the triangle 2

(15) Qgest. 859, by the Rev. J. Fu RNass.

Given the vertical angle, the diſtance of the centres of the inſcribed

and circumſcribing circles, and their diſtances from a point where a

line biſecting the vertical angle cuts the baſe; to confirućt the

triangle

(16) Quest. 860, by Mr. Colin CAMP Bril.

Given one fide, AC, the ratio of the ſegments of the baſe, AD, DB,

made by the perp. from the vertical angle, and the ratio of BC to BE;

to conſtruct the plane triangle, when AB–BE is equal to a given line *

(17) Quest. 861, by Mr. John W.R. Gh r.

The ratio of the two ſides, and the difference of the ſegments of the

baſe made by the perp. from the vertical angſe thereon, being given;

to conſtruct the triangle, when its area is a maximum 2

* - Prize Question, by Eu Mr Nes.

To the aſtronomical Prize Queſtion in the Gentleman's Diary for 1781,

an anſwer is given the ſucceeding year by a very complex biquadratic

equation having all the terms. But it admits of a concluſion far more

elegant, and of the moſt ſimple form, requiring only to find a mean

proportional to two given right lines. Of this the demonſtration or

inveſtigation is here required?

º F I N I S.
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